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JP High school is a time for self-evaluation and 
exploration. A time full of memories, adventures, good 
times, and personal growth. The 2014-2015 Torii 
Yearbook asked students to look inside themselves to 
find out who each of them truly are. Our goal with this 

I year's theme, "I AM", was to empower students to better 
express themselves about who they are, or who they 
want to be, and to highlight those unique attributes that 
each lends to the Dragon persona. Whether you're the 

"JJ, studious type, the athlete, the artist, or a combination 
of all, Kubasaki is the perfect place for anyone who 
wants to make a statement about who they are, and we 
hope we've helped you to do that as we display your 
lives throughout the pages of our book. This book 
captures the personalities and stories that you have 
shared with us. Through all of the sleepless nights, the 
never-ending exams, the perfection that comes from 
practice, the lessons learned through failure, and the 

I thrill that comes with the victory, we discover more 
about ourselves. That journey and discovery is what 
unfolds on the pages that follow. 

We hope that you have spent the 2014-2015 school 
year better understanding who you are and becoming 
the bright and intelligent young adults that you aspire 
to be. The Torii Yearbook is thrilled to join you in 
celebrating who you are, and thanks you for inspiring 
us with your intriguing personalities, stirring success 
stories, and aspiring futures. 



Miranda Fino E Randy nldereite Tristan Jinrner c Drai Hawkins 
"Pictures are what make a 
yearbook, but to make a caption 
good enough to make you feel 
like you were a part of it, that's 
what matters." 

"They say a picture is worth a 
thousand words. Our jobs were to 
make sure every picture told the 
story of each individual student, 
and the unity of the Kubasaki 
Dragons." 

Destiny Shirnma E 
Shelby Clardy 1 

"Sports are very important to 
Kubasaki. We wanted to catch all 
those moments where students felt 
nervous before a game, or were 
trying to catch their breath from 
running so fast around the trap 
Whether it was at Far East, an away 
game, or a match against a local 
Japanese team, we wanted to 
capture every emotion left on the 
field." 

"There are a lot of events that 
happen throughout the school 
year. As Student Life leader, my 
section and I were challenged to 
show school spirit and all the cool 
things that happen here at 
Kubasaki. Everyone is unique, 
and we tried our best to express 
that." 

Randii cauanaugh C 
crystal sieber 

nnalicia Rcnfeld 
"As Editors-In-Chief, we are 
responsible for the overall 
outcome of the yearbook. From 
choosing the perfect theme, to 
making sure everyone from 
school is showcased, we worked 
hard to make sure this year's book 
was pleasing to everyone." 

"Expressing each class in their 
own unique way was both 
challenging and fun, but I've 
never seen so many faces..." 

Lucrecia Carpi bran E 
•lazrnyn oliuer 

Steuen 
Hoslousl "Running the senior section is like 

riding a bike. Except the bike is 
on fire, you're on fire, and 
everything around you is on fire, 
because you're in the burning hot 
desert. You become so sleep 
deprived you forget you have a 
life, a soul. That precious little 
thing called sanity begins to fade 
as the voices in your head come 
out to play. I've learned a great life 
lesson from all of this though. No 
matter how dark the tunnel, 
there's always a light at the end." 

"People express themselves in 
many different ways. My section 
and I wanted to show each club and 
it's uniqueness. We wanted to 
highlight all the individual students 
who make the most of the high 
school experience." 

"Students at Kubasaki are known 
for challenging themselves | 
rigorous classes, and we wanted to 
give them recognition for being 
such exceptional people." 
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The Spirit of Kubasaki 
Though we are all different in our own unique 
ways, we each lend our uniqueness to some 
aspect of the high school story; whether it be as 
a fashion trendsetter, the spirited student 
screaming their lungs out at every pep rally, or 
the life-of-the-party who makes every one laugh. 
We are each a part of a bigger story that involves 
many equally unique characters, both in school 
and out. The Student Life section focuses on 
the lives of our students outside of the 
classroom. From dancing the night away at the 
Homecoming Dance, to screaming at the 
hyped-up Pep Rallies, to the crazy styles and 
themes of Spirit Week, we capture the greatest 
memories of high school that will al low us one 
day to look back on the moments that defined 
our high school experience. As a player in this 
story, we all play a part that is guided by a love 
for Kubasaki, and everyone in it. This section 
shows who we are as Dragons and what we did 
along the way throughout one of the greatest 
journeys we will ever embark on. We are young. 
We are students. We are Dragons. And this is 
Student Life. 

6 



What comes to mind when you 
hear "Spirit Week"? To some, it 
may be a variety of words from 
crazy and funny, to outrageous 
and completely random. Here 
at Kubasaki High School, Spirit 
Week is our outlet to letting our 
creative and fascinating sides 
shine. How? "We get to wear 
and act the way we normally 
wouldn't be able to." -Skylar 
Tison (9th). Even though 
students already express 
themselves in the clothes they 
wear, their creativity comes out 
even more during Spirit week, 
tvery student had their favorite 
oay out of them all. "I enjoyed 
Gender Bender day because 1 
got to see what my friends 
thought guys dressed like."-
Bailey Zweigle-Hays (9th). 
Spirit week altogether captures 

j friend ships, laughter, funny 
i moments and more. It is the 
I week is where everyone's world 
' gets f lipped absolutely upside 
' down for five fun-filled days. 
And as if that wasn't enough, we 
got to do it all over again in the 
Spring Semester, making this 
year's Spirit Weeks the best 

week s of the year! 

School Spirit Day: From Top to 
Bottom: Allison Krebs (11) and the 
Kubasaki band showcase their musical 
talents while performing during the pep 
rally. Mrs. Nelson, Treyvone Richardson 
(10), Mr.Peterson, Chloe Shell (10), 
Charlene Coffman (10), Scott Fugate 
(10), and Austin Flyche (10) show off 
their Kubasaki pride by wearing green. 

Sender Bender: From Top to 
Bottom: Skylor Stevens (11) struts his 
stuff on Gender Bender Day. Chloe 
Stevens (9), JosieDaffin (11), Sara Frazier 
(12), Raquel Manzanet (10), Alexis-Marie 
Ylanan (12), Allison Krebs (ll),Driyanna 
Lynch (11), and Raquandra Johnson (11), 
all show their manly sides as they dress 
as guys for the day. 

On Wednesday. We Wear 
Pink: Kassidy Mulvey (10), Javohn 
Journigan (10), Christian Macaluso(ll), Mya 
Esskuchen (10), Xavier Bu rke (10), Jordan 
Ingerson (10), Anthony Macaluso (10), Meg 
Green (9), Ashley Pursell (9), Graciella Lind 
(10), Crystal Sieber (12), Krista Scott(12), 
Sarah Frazier (12), Josie Daffin (11), Lianna 
Bourdony (12), Chloe Stevens (9), Miranda 
Fino (11), and Maiya Larry (9) support Breast 
Cancer Awareness by wearing pink. 

Jungle Day: From Top to Bottom: 
Mackenzie Ward (12) transforms into a 
beautiful cat for a day. Freshman Tristin 
Young, Celina Gonzales, Skylar Tison, 
and Caidyn Gapasangra dress as 
adorable animals. Randy Alderette (11) 
and Christian Padua (11) are matching 
animals for Jungle Day. Shae Burke (12) 
shows off her make-up talent by 
becoming a cheetah for a day. 

Ancient Civilizations Day: From 
ToptoBottom:StephenLoftesness(9),Troi 
Cavanaugh (10), Breanna Erland (11). 
Gavin Duenas (11), Matthew Palabrica 
(12), Keana Aquino (12), Nina Luksha 
(12), Harleigh Lewis (12), Nicole Michael 
(12), Sho Green (12), and Alex Eisenburg 
(12) travel back to ancient times and pose 
for the camera in their togas and old 
fashioned attire. 



— 

TheMC • 
"Putting together the pep 
rallies is such a huge 
responsibility, but its all 
worth it when you see 
everyone smiling, 
laughing, and coming 
together as one." 
-Dana Pirotta (11) 

1. As Jesse Dorsey (10) breaks it down, his class shares in 
laughter and tears at how outrageous he is. 
2. Cheerleaders Kailani Cornick (11), Jeanetsey Valazquez (10), 
and Kristen Salazar (10) pose for a quick shot before their big 
performance for the school. 
3. The school goes wild with laughter as teachers, Mrs. Pope 
and Mrs.Calvin, take a fall in the foot race 
4. While showing school pride, the Kubasaki band enlightens 
the gym with music. 

«lf s amazing to see all 
the school spirit  that 
classes have." 
-  Krista Scott,  12 

Kubasaki students go wild at Pep Pally 

As the music blares through the speakers, our seniors come running 
out while the underclassmen of the school cheer them on! Kubasaki 
pep rallies helped us, as students, share memories together as a 
school. Friendly competition helped bond us together as Dragons. 
We competed in various competitions to find out WHICH CLASS 
HAD THE MOST SPIRIT! From the teacher vs. student football 
game to the human soccer balls, our pep rallies this year were 
legendary. With three pep rallies to prepare for this year, our ASB 
members work hard each day to give us exactly what we want each 
and every time. Ever)' smile, every laugh, every fall, we caught it all. 
Kubasaki is a school where things get done and pep rallies were a 
place for us students to finally sit down and just have fun. 

A Senior 
Being a senior at the pep 
rallies this year was really 
bittersweet because they 
were so fun. but they were 
also the last ones we'll ever 
go to." 
- Liz Ulrich (12) 

A Teacher 
"Any time the whole 
school comes together in 
a room as one, it's a 
postive thing. Dragon 
family rules!" 
- Mr. Bales 

2. Freehmen 
The Class of 2018 lets the other 
classes know that they can be loud, 
too, and that they have Kubi Pride. 

3. Sophomores 
The Sophomores show their spirit 
by greening out and staying hype 
throughout the whole Pep Rally. 

4. Junl ore 
The Class of 2016 shows their 
pride by yelling at the top of their 
lungs to let the sophomores and 
freshman know who's boss. 

5. Seniors All Day 
As we determine which class has 
the most pep, the Senior class of 
2015 show they run this with the 
wave. 

1. Faculty 
The teachers show Kubi Spirit by 
performing a routine that all the 
students enjoyed. 

A Frond Dragon 
The pep rallies bring us 
all together and help us 
realize how amazing it is 
to be a dragon." 
-Chloe Shell (10) 

• 

Many Kubi students show off their pride and spirit during the pep rallies. 

An XC Runner 
'Going onto the court 
and representing XC at 
the pep rallies is such an 
amazing feeling.1' 
-Matt Palabrica (12) 

JV Cheerleaders rock their stuff 
at the pep rally. 

Seniors take a selfie to capture the 
hype moment. 

Coach Bales shows us how 
it's done in Fast Pass. 

A group of Juniors pose for a 
quick post-pep rally picture. 

Varsity Cheerleaders 
prepare themselves for 

Jazmine Steele (10) 
participates in a fun pep rally Seniors show their Class of 2015 spirit 

during their Senior Walk-In. 

Kubasaki Color Guard 
presents the colors with 

MCs Dana Pirrotta and Carla Kubasaki Video Comm 
Arreguin (11) announce the advertise their 
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Masculine Girls 
The Dragons go head to head with Kadena in 

an intense Powder Puff game. 
This year, Kubasaki's ASB set up a Powder Puff game 
where students from each grade formed a team to go 
against the Kadena Lady Panthers. This event was student 
ran; meaning that student coaches, female student 
football players, and male cheerleaders from the student 
body participated in the event. No teachers or faculty 
members were involved in the planning or running of the 
event. For a week the Dragons trained everyone after 
school with the goal of winning against our on-island 
rivals. During the football game, the girls played hard 
showing skill and determination, along with the wise aid 
of the coaches and the male cheerleaders who brought "it" 
with pep and sass. During the halftime performance, 
Kubasaki was well prepared with a laughable routine. 
With the luck of the pineapple, Kubasaki prevailed in our 
showdown against Kadena. 

. Kelsey Rogers, Crystal Sieber, Sara Frazier, and Dana Pirrotta get ready to deliver a touchdown in the first quarter, 
z. uana Pirrotta celebrates a touchdown with a bright and happy smile on her face. 
3. After winning the coin toss, Marissa Mesquita kicks off the ball to start the game. 
4. Pumped up and ready to go, the football players huddle together before starting the game 
6 The 2SShen 9ather to take a picture to celebrate their 13-7 win against the Kadena Panthers. 
Ii hTm l f f P °rm Wh° R°cks the House?"t0 encourage the players on the field. 
7. With the ball, Mindy Washam, quickly runs to score on the Panthers. 

9 Damien jrl^ anr^RranHW'n i ^ elsey ̂ °9ers is prepared to catch the ball or block any players on the opposing side. 
9. Damien Burke and Brandon Johnson bring out their girly side while posing in a classic cheerleader pose 

9. Powder Puff coach,Winston Maxwell 
his determined team their game plan. 
10. Sara Frazier and Crystal Sieber pay close 
attention to Christian Fernadez as he provides 
pointers throughout the game. 
11. Dana Pirotta and Charlee Bodwell join in 
on another huddle before they go out to finish off 
the victory. 
12. Alexis Townsend jumps up to catch the ball 
between two Kadena Panthers. 
13. Friends Alanna Stein, Leah Bebout, and 
Alexis Townsend pose for the camera after 
winning the game. 
14. Kaelyn Francis runs through the players to 
quickly score a touchdown. 
15. The football coaches and players crowd 
together to take a selfie before leaving for 
Kadena. 
16. Quarterback, Kelsey Rogers, gets ready to 
hike the ball and handoff to the fullback. 
17. Alyssa McLaughlin shows how determined 
she is by staring into the camera with a fierce 
facial expression. 

tells 

, "Watching the game made 
•me want to jump out on the 
kfield and start playing with 
Ithem. I'm proud to be a 
•Dragon." 

- Adrianna Cardenas (12) 

MS 

From Left to Right: Driyanna Lynch, Brandon Johnson, Mahlik Francis, m 
Jailen Pau, Tyler Russel, Damien Burke. 

Back Row; Winston Maxwell, Decurtis Davis, Dana Pirrotta, Crystal Sieber, Alanna Stein, 
Kaelyn Francis, Sara Frazier, Kelsey Rogers, Alyssa McLaughlin, Caleb Sablan, Christian 
Fernandez. 
Second Row: Mindy Washam, Alecea Peel, Tamaia Baskin, Alexis Ylanan, Randii 
Cavanaugh, Chloe Shell, Margarita Ayala. 
First Row: Leah Bebout, Alexis Townsend, Charlee Bodwell, Charlene Coffman, Marissa 
Mesquita, Breanna Erland. 



Mariah Esskuchen (10) fiaht.We dance 

HOMECOMING 
COURT 

If one word could describe the Kubasaki 
Dragonsatthe2014Homecominggame, 
it would be: determined. The JV and 
Varsity football teams, led by Austin 
Ward and DeCurtis Davis, took 
advantage of every opportunity given to 
them on the field. On the sidelines, 
Kubasaki cheerleaders worked to keep 
the spirits of the spectators high. The 
crowd helped reflect that energy and 
boosted the Dragons' morale. Win or 
lose, the Dragons showed ASIJ that 
Kubasaki is definitely a force to be 
reckoned with. 

" I ATTENDED 
The homecoming game was extremely 
intense and I had an amazing time. Win 
or lose, the dragons gave it their all. Go 
dragons! 

- Carson Hudson (11) 

1 4  

1 Students take over the gym floor at the 2014 Homecoming Dance and begin to dance 
the night away. The lights and elaborate decorations were placed in the gymnasium 
the day before the dance by the hardworking Homecoming Committee. 

2 At this year's Homecoming Dance, the music and excitement of the event drew many 
to the dance floor. Christian Macaluso (11) and his girlfriend were one of the many 
students who made their way to the floor to show off their latest moves. 

3 Cheerleader Kailani Cornick (11) shows her Kubi spirit at the 2014 Homecoming 
game by cheering on the Dragons from the sidelines. A second-year varsity cheerleader, 
Kailani knows how to be loud and proud. 

4 Lorenzo Preciado (10) and Lianna Bourdony (12) pose together for a photo in front 
of the decorative waterfall. Throughout the night, many couples would take a brea 
from dancing to pose for a photo just like the one above. 

"The homecoming game was a great memory cheering with my 
friends on the sideline. Even with a loss, the Kubi boys did 
amazing. 

WELCOME to the Jungle! At Kubasaki High School, Homecoming Weekend is one of the biggest events 
of the school year. With the combination of the Homecoming Game and the Homecoming Dance, as 
well as the events from Spirit Week leading up to the weekend, the entire week was filled with 
excitement and anticipation. On the night of the Homecoming Game, students packed themselves into 
the seats of Mike Petty Field to watch the intense battle between the Kubasaki Dragons and ASIJ. The 
following night, students enjoyed themselves at the Homecoming Dance. The decorations, supplied 
and set up by the Homecoming Committee, allowed students to fully immerse themselves in the 
jungle experience. If one thing is certain, Dragons do Homecoming right. 

I DECORATED 
"Decorating took a lot of hours and hard work, but the 
scenery and reactions to the homecoming dance made 
everything worth it. It definitely paid off." 



Sahrena Destiny Margarita Ayala Casey 
Vickers(9) Velarde(9) and McCarty(9) 

Jonas Jimenez(ll) 

Aeriel 
Valiente(lO) 

Alexxus Eric Serena 
Hammonds(12) Heck(ll) Johnson(9) 

Alyssa 
Bonini(12) 

Lauren Ulrich, Keana Aquino, 
^ and Nicole Michael(12) 

The audience cheered as Serena Johnson was named the 2015 
Kubasaki Idol winner. Produced by the Advanced Video Comm class, 
Kubasaki Idol, or Kubi Idol, was a huge success. This year was the 
first year that an event of this scale was attempted and is certain to 
be followed by many more to come. It began as an open audition, 
with everyone in the school able to get the chance to audition. From 
that point on, the judges chose the top 10, which was then narrowed 
down to the top 5, and top 3 by a voting poll on Instagram. The 1 

judges then deliberated intensely to decide on a single winner, who 
then won a grand prize of $100. Overall, it was an exciting event 
that everyone was able to enjoy and brought the feel of Hollywood ] 
to Okinawa! 



1 fashion 
Necessities 

Favorite BRANDS 
What is one brand you couldn't imagine 

yourself living without? 
"I like boots 

because they keep 
you warm!" 

- Meg Green {9th} 

"Earrings tie the 
outfit together." 

- Symone Best 
{11th} 

"They warm my little 
ears and face. They are 

my favorite!" 
- Shelby Clardy {10th} 

"Nike shoes are 
fire!" 

- Marcus Lee {10th} 

"These are super cute 
and versatile. A definite 
must in any wardrobe!" 

- Delaney McBride {11th} , 

"Necklaces 
complete your 
whole outfit." 

- Lauren Inns {12th} 

"Joggers definitely WW were a must have this 

WW year." 
- Driyanna Lynch {11th} 

Ju 
"Gold watches 

i  have a certain 
prestigiousness to 

Of* 
them." 

V ~~ l> - Brenden Cuny 

, / {11th} 

"At American Eagle, 
you can find anything 
you are looking for and 
it is definitely my 
favoirte place." 
- Mary Clardy (12th) 

"Vans represent 
youth spirit." 
- Ian Mastriano 
(12th) 

HOLLISTER 

"They always look 
good with anything 
and all the boys have 
them." 
- Miles Mahlock {11th} 

"It makes my head 
look small and also it 
covers my scoop." 
-Joshua Swen {9th} 

"Button-ups can 
make any guy look 
classy." 
- Anthony Macaluso 
{10th} 

FOREVER 21 

"They have such 
nice clothes and 
it reminds me so 
much of 
summer." 
- Christian 
Macaluso {11th) 

"Forever 21 is 
very affordable 
and can fit any 
girls' style." 
- Ana Renfeld 
(10th) 

ac^is 

"It keeps you 
sheek, 
trendy.and 
stylish." 
- Tasher Odum 
(9th) 

"It gives you a 
great fashion 
sense and has 
such pretty 
colors." 
-Jesika Long 
(10th) 

"They have such 
nice colors and 
really good 
quality." 
- Matt Ashley \ 
(11th) 

"Just do it man." 
- Saleem Malik 

Kahlil Pinkney (11), 
Jacob Green (11), 

Johann Wright(11), 
and Brendon 

Quashie(11) pose for 
a picture while 

showing off their 
unique fashion 

sense. 

"I came out of the 
womb looking like 
this." -Jonas 
Jimenez {11th} 

Wear whatever makes you feel confident." Alexandra Guzman (1 1th) 

"It's that diamond 
life" 
-Marcus Lee |10th) 

"It was picture day?" 
-Meg Green (9th) 

"I skater 
skirts" -Miranda 
Fino (11th) 

"People will stare. 
Make it worth their 
while." 
-Carson Hudson 
(11th) 

STYLE 
What is Fashion? Fashion to some may be those favorite sparkly 
earrings you wear, that polo hat you wouldn't dare let go of, or 
even those Roshes that were a must have this year. The the real 
question is, what is fashion to you? Here at Kubasaki, fashion 
is one of the first things you notice when you walk the halls. 
Being that every student has been so many places in their lives, 
the military life has sort of shaped what direction each person 
took style-wise. Even though each person has their own fashion, 
we come together in unity through all the ripped jeans, heels 
too high to walk in, and gold chains galore. Everyone who is 

a member of the dragon family has developed a unique way to 
look at fashion. Our clothes define who we are. The students 
featured on this page shop everwhere from little boutiqes to 
high-end fashion malls. Rihanna once said, "You can tell so 
much about who someone is just by their style." Kubasaki 
definitely lives by those words of wisdom . Fashion is what you 
make of it. Let your clothes define who YOU are. not who you 
are influenced by. Dress the way you feel and don't let anyone 
tell you different. Dress to impress yourself, not others. 

"Everyday is a 
fashion show and 
the world is the 
runway." 
-Destiny Shiroma 
(11th) 

"Money talks, 
style doesn't have 
to." 
-Jacob Green 
(11th) 

"Fashion is my 
passion." 
-Nina Luska 
(12th) 

"Soulja Boy told 
me to dress like 
this." 
-Sho Green (12th) 

"Female Yeezus." 
-Avonje Taylor 
(12th) 

"Versace, 
Versace, Versace, 
Versace." 
-Matt Palabrica 
(12th) 

"Live Fashion. 
Love Fashion." 
-Harleigh Lewis 

' (12th) 

"Style is a way to say who you are without having to speak." Margarita Ayala {1 1th) 



Randii Cavanaugh (12), 
Troi Cavanaugh (10), and 

Daivion Barton -
Cavanaugh (9) Nick Pagel (12) and 

Maddie Pagel (11) 

Kassidy Mulvey (10) 
and Kaven Mulvey Malia Martin (12) and 

Amanda Martin (11) 
Mary C!ard^2) and 

Shelby Clardy (10) 

Vanessa 
Beaver(12) and 
Shaun Beaver 

Xavier(10), Shae 
(12), and Damien 
Burke(9) 

Brenden Quashie(11) and 
Darius Quashie (10) 

Alexys Fernandez (11) 
Chrisitan Fernandez 

(12), and Jared 
Fernandez (10) 

Tristen PuckeOTN^ and 
Branden Puckett (9) 

Harleigh (12) and 
Peyton (11) Lewis 

iyalty makes you family 

'Aijia's alright, I guess, 
when she makes me 

food." 
-Branden Peters 

a Peiers (13 
enden Peter 

"Just call us 
Eminem 'cause I'm 
slim and she's 
shady." 
-Sho Green 

My sister and I are 
really complete 

opposites." 
-Austin Ward 



Semper Fidelis 
Kubasaki Students of the Marine Corps Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps \ 

(MCJROTC) celebrate the Corps 239th Birthday * 

"Happy Birthday Marines!" 
shouted Gen. Dunfort, the 36th 
comadant of the Marine Corps, 
over the TV message. The cadets' 
own drillteam and color guard 
made a flawless entry and 
presentation of the flags and cake, 
in honor of the corps outstanding 
legacy. Cadets socialized with 
friends and family, and dined on a 
variety of dishes. They tore apart 
the birthday cake, before jumping 
onto the dancefloor. The 
atmosphere was alive with energy 
as cadets danced the night away. 

"This was the best 
ROTC Ball since I've 

been here." 

-Matthew Palbrica (12) 

The DJ adjusts the crossfader as he 
drops some of the best beats of 2014. 

Matthew Palbrica (12) and Brendon Fay 
(12) enjoy their meals. Steak, chicken, 
and a vegetarian meal were all available 
during the ball. 

Captain Gipson and Sargeant Major 
Mastriano take pride in their unique 
program, and pose for a photo after 
throwing a successful Birthday Ball 

I Am Starving! 
Kubasaki students eat and socialize in and out of the cafeteria 

Jesus Gonzales (9) waits 
patiently to get through the 
lunch line and make his way to 
the nearby cafeteria tables so he 
can join his friends. 

As the last few students enter the 
line to receive lunch, the 
cafeteria staff is already hard at 
work cleaning and getting ready 
for the next days' lunch. 

Kaleb O'Brien(ll), Taylor 
Haxtman(ll), Miles 
Mahlock(ll), and Kyree 
Smith(ll) take a break from 
socializing to turn and pose 
for the camera. 

"I like sitting and 
talking witih my 
friends." - Amanda 
Martin (11) 

"I like lunch because 
I can hang out with 
my friends." - J avonte 
Ellis (9) 

; time to eat 
it I brought 
ichool." 
lowsky(lO) 

Studer 
take 
seats c 
various 
cafeter 
tables 
begin 
devoui 
lunche 

Jessie Dorsey 
(10) performs 
an improvised 
dance routine 
for his fellow 
classmates. 



ARC FAMOUS wore, tit 
Kubasak siudeais rock Ike outfits of celebrities. YOU DONT Have TO 

Randii Cavanaugh(12) rocks a colorful spring-time 
dress, but no one does it better than Beyonce. 

; As hley Pursell(9) outdoes Kim K. in a cute and 
casual ensemble that's to die for. 

Sarah Walter (12) and her celebrity 
look alike, Merida from Brave, show 
off their vibrant red hair. 

ACTUALLY Be Famous TO 
LOOK LiKe a ceLeBriTu; 

Kevin Escobar (9) and 
Utkarsh Ambudkar, who 
stars in Pitch Perfect are 
brothers from another 
mother. 

Taylor Swift 
and Shelby 
Clardy (10) 
twin it with 
their 
gorgeous 
blonde curly 
hair. 

Jesus Gallardo (12) poses as the 
Wolverine with his matching attire and 
creatively styled beard. 

Samuel Terry 
(9) and his 
handsome 
look- alike 
model for the 
camera. 

The beautiful Maya Dasmalchi(IO) 
strikes a fiecre pose as she 
perfectly mirrors Lorde. 
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Although we are all 
students in the same 
school, we come from 
different backgrounds 
and no matter how we act, 
look, or talk, we are all 
unique in our own way. 
From being the jock of the 
school, the class clown, 
or the social butterfly, we 
act as teens who think 
and act in creative and 
unique ways. 

The task we have asked 
many students to do is, in 
one word, describe who 
they are as a person by 
completing the sentence 
"I am ". Despite how 
easy it sounds, it is 
actually quite difficult. 
Many people don't know 
how to describe 
themselves in only one 
word. After much thought 
and consideration, this is 
how many of our peers 
described themselves. 
The next question the 
Torii Yearbook wants to 
know is: Who are you? 

ffcn&C\ou$ 



Social Generation 
Mercedes Abadia (11), scrolls through her newsfeed on Facebook, common among 
the majority of today's society. But not every Kubasaki student agrees that 
Facebook is the best, often preferring other and newer social media outlets. 

Social 
"Everything 
you post on 
Social Media 
impacts your 
personal 
brand. How do 
you want to be 
known?" 

- Lisa Horn 

Bing! You just got a notification! Kubasaki 
students love their iPhones and any other 
outlet for social media. Modern apps and sites 
for social media like Snapchat, Instagram, 
Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr allow students 
to keep in contact with the outside world on an 
isolated island like Okinawa. From the latest 
styles and music, to celebrity gossip, and 
random conversations with your friends, 
almost all of the Kubasaki students can find a 
way to use social media for whatever purposes 
they might have. 

Instagram is a site/app that allows you 
to upload pictures of anything you desire, view 
pictures of people that you are following, as 
well as like and leave comments on the photo. 
Facebook is a website that enables people to 
post pictures, comments, and updates on their 
daily life. Twitter is an app/website that gives 
you the power to post little thoughts that are on 
your mind, updates on what is going on in your 

day, or just pictures that you find interesting. 
Tumblr is mainly a place to express your 
personality by reblogging pictures and quotes. 
And last, but not least, Snapchat is an app to 
chat with other people, send pictures that 
disappear after a span of a few seconds, and 
an app that notifies you if a person takes a 
screenshot of the pictures. You can also view 
your friends daily stories, which is a 
compilation of pictures or videos that show 
what your friends were up to that day. 

Social media is a big part of modern 
peoples daily life. It is a way to express 
ourselves through the internet whether it's 
taking pictures or writing down quotes, social 
media shows us who you are as a person in 
the real world. With social media and the 
variety of apps / websites evolving at 
breakneck speed, it'll be fascinating to see the 
role it plays in Kubasaki's students' lives in the 
future. 

y xlovemorehatelessx 

Sara Frazier JaraHinano 

Lol Kelsey n I just randomly did 45 
min of yoga in the "living room" area 
at the spot 

Jonas ©Jonasso.o 10/30/14 

FAR EAST WEEK IS COMING. 
Hopefully kubi comes back with 
10102848 banners #kubigrind 

t»2 *6 

Chrisel Screselbelen 

sooo proud of my boys still, we 
luhhhhh yuhhhh 
#kubigrind #kubiproud 

*17 

CarlaaaWarlaaa Icarlaapenguiin id 
nothing's better than setting your 
mind on a goal, working hard towards 
it, and having it slowly, but surely 
actualize in the end. 

skittles 4'jordaaammn_ 
beat ASIJ's three year streak, that vb 
banner is gonna look great in our gym 

tT.10 *24 

NinaAreYouOtay @Nina_Cha... 11/8/14 
So proud of Kubi! They're still the best 

high school football team I know. 0 

128llkos 
savage Jp3 To my football fam. You guys 

o the best team to be with . You all 

Jonas Jimenez(11) 
sends an ugly selfie to 
his friend on snapchat, 
who took a screenshot 
of it. 

Am I a fish now 

lachickabonita If you're quiet, you're not 
Irving. You've got to be noisy and colorful 
and lively. 

Senior Nina Luksha takes 
a video to post to her 
snapchat story, 
showcasing her pride and 
excitement for the senior's 
very first walk in of the 
2014-2015 school year. 

Queen Elizabeth 
Why did I wake up just now 

Anana . 
I'm so used to my school sleeping 
schedule that I couldn't sleep in even 
If I tried " 

il $hawty. retweeted 

C Swole 3CalebSablan_ 5d 
I hope this weekend's weather stays 
as sexy as its been this week. 

+> t.T-3 • 3 

Among the top 3 most 
used social media sites/ 
apps, Twitter places 3rd 

it comes to what the 
Kubasaki student body 

to use. Thoughts 
and opinions on games 
and fun activities are just 
some of the common 
elements you'll see from 
Kubi students. 

Yacob. 
not tired 

Iseiah ®lseiahww10 11/6/1^ 
t0 Kubi v_ba" team *or w'nin9 

US ttra ttTtsTft 
t»4 *13 

Yacob. J MangoTeaPapi 1d 
if i go to far east track i'm tryna take a 
pic with all of my followers, or at least 
most 

7 

miranmiran Omirandajlno 

So proud of both boys & girls soccer 

tonight #kubigrind Q 

• 15 

yungtoor ©mattshomyers 11/8/14 

Even though we lost, Kubi gave it all it 
had. Good job dragons! 
#GetBetterSho 

Johann ®johann_12l 4d 

£ EVERYBODY GO TO THE MEET 
TOMORROW HISTORY SHALL BE 
MADE 

Crystal Sieber ©kurisutaruuu 3/15/1 f 
Still have gotten 0% of my homework 
done 

What social media 

I joshua.figucredo %" 

psnydes13 

kardashv: 

my friends grandma got her something from hollister as a gill 
but apparently she didnt like the shirtless guy on the bag so 
she sewed a shirt on il 

Many of the students who 
have access to social media 
use snapchat, which allows 
you to send pictures to your 
friends. Teens often use this 
opportunity to send ugly 
selfies knowing that they can 
catch people who try to take 
a snapshot of it. 

Tumblr is very well known 
for it's funny posts and 
comments like this one that 
was reposted by Jadelyn 
Ibarra (11). 
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"This year my volleyball team and I won Far East," 
Miranda Fino, a returning varsity junior, states 
proudly. "It was an extremely fun and thrilling 
experience. Not only did I learn how to deal with 
pressure, but I used my knowledge of volleyball to 
break down ASIJ's players one by one." 
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"This year I never got any sleep," says senior Harleigh 
Lewis. "I am taking two APs, AP Bio and AP Physics." 
When asked what was so challenging about them, she 
said,"It's just a lot of hard work!" Harleigh is only one 
of many students at Kubasaki who take AP classes, 
and they all tend to agree that AP classes are 
challenging and deprive many of sleep. 



- ai I V  P M  I ffloiSi (jfeUp 

Endless Homework & Sleepless Nights 

With our school's mission statement being 
"Preparing every student for success in co llege, 
career and life," K ubasaki s tudents and faculty 
have a clear sense of w hat our academic goals 
are. The Academics section of t he yearbook is 
where you will witness the student body excel in 
a variety of courses from Chemistry and Algebra, 
to Gaming and Ceramics. The faculty stands 
behind the students every step of the way, making 
sure to push them to their highest potential and 
helping them to succeed. With the faculty leading 
us, and our parents supporting us through this 
long and rigorous journey, we will excel in every 
way we can becoming successful in, college, 
career, and life. 
This is Academics. 

32 
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BeViveen the Lines 
lie write effectively and think critically 

The English and Language 
Department helps students to excel in 
creative and critical thinking by honing 
our reading, writing, and revision skills. 
ELA course work advances basic 
knowledge by improving skills that will 
be useful for the rest of our lives, 
especially in further education, the 
workplace, and in diverse social 
situations. For students who want to 
sophisticate their English skills, the 
department offers advanced classes, 
including AP Language. Though 
advanced courses are difficult, 
Kubasaki's teachers are fully capable of 
guiding students toward reaching their 
full potential. 

A literary Genius' 
Jasmine Guerrero is an academic 
star. She has won two competitions, 
one written and one speech. The 
former, for the Tori Lodge Essay, 
focused one how she herself has 
grown as a person, and the latter 
honoring the late Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Her 

MLK speech focused on 
how far we have come as a 
society and discrimination, 
but how we also still have 
a long way to go to fully 

end discrimination 
Jasmine said, "It was 

di fficult to present 
because I have a fear of 
public speaking and it was 
hard to overcome that. 

ihe Best in History? 
"Preston Snyder is a hard working 
student. He takes both of Kubasaki's 
AP History offerings; US History and 
World History. Any one of these 
courses by itself is a real challenge 
and Preston has decided to tackle 
both. It's probably enough to say that 
"Preston is Kubasaki's outstanding 
history scholar. 

Mr. Evans 

In Mr. Guzman's B2 Language Arts 
class, students read and learn 
about Shakespeare and other 
renowned writers, as well as 
focusing on grammar to help 
students write more effectively. 

In history class, none moreso than 
the AP courses, many hours are 
poured into studying. Junior, Jadelyn 
Ibbara-Borgonia, takes notes in Mr. 
Evans A1 AP US History class. Senior, 
Chaz Macklin, presents his project on 
Philo Farnsworth for American 
History Day. 

History is vital to our knowledge of how 
society came to be and to see how our 
attitudes, thoughts, and practices have 
drastically changed. We also learn from 
our past mistakes and become aware 
that leaders in history have a huge 
impact on future generations and are 
remembered for the good and bad. 
Because of this, we should try to be the 
best leaders possible. Learning history 
allows us to acknowledge our past and 
to make sure we don't repeat our 
mistakes. It is very important to know 
what has happened in our world and 
the sacrifices countries have made. 
History class teaches us about other 
cultures and helps us appreciate the 
other cultures and civilizations, both 
past and present. The stories of the 
past inspire the future generations to 

forward in life. 

Grammar is fun! In 
Mr. Pitt's junior 
english class, 
Darius Melton 
works hard to 
complete his 
grammar 
assignment. 

Teamwork helps! In 
Mr. Pitt's english 
class, students Kyree 
Smith, Khalid Demars, 
BrendonQuashie.and 
Austin Simmons work 
together to get their 
work done. 

Research is hard! 
Senior, Anastasia 
Soderlund and 
sophomore, Emily 
Mussori present their 
project they made for 
American History Day 
on international leaders 

Mr. Evans' AP US 
History class takes 
time to review their 
chapter notes. 

anal3 tcall^0''6^6 '~an^au^e c'asses> students learn the importance of writing effectively and reading History class consists of heavy writing and interaction. This comes in handy for jobs later in life. Thus, taking notes is 
essential to passing the class. 



I We Make It Count 
Learning the solutions to a successful career We are a Proton; 

n Super Student 

.Madison Pagel is a driven 
individual. She is always 
motivated to learn and 
absorbs information very 
quickly. "She always wants 
to get clarification on every 
thing.says Mrs.Nelson 
and Mrs. Calvin. "She is a 
very inquisitive person. She 
always tries to help her 
fellow classmates if they 
are struggling in any 
subject." 

"^^^tbasaki, students work together, take tests, and work on whiteboards, learning the ways to solve equt In the science classes, students work together on projects and experiments to unfold mysteries of the world around us. 

At Kubasaki High School, students 
strive for academic excellence and 
teachers provide guidance to a 
rewarding life path. Through classes 
like math, students learn more and 
more about themselves. Math classes 
include, Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 
2, and Math Analysis. Each class is a 
mix of students in grades 9-12, learning 
that in almost every job there is always 
math involved. Even when we don't 
want to admit it, math is important and 
will continue to be a part of our every 
day lives. With teachers there to help, 
they guide us through the difficulties of 
mathematics and prepare us for 
college. They continue to watch us 
grow and develop into succeeding 
math scholars. 

n "Radical" Mathlete 

Mrs.Pope's Algebra 
II class works hard on 
a test. 

Juniors Krishafaye 
Rosete and Jeric 
Sagun, and, 
sophomore, Junnel 
Layug, work hard on 
an assignment. 

& 
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In Mrs. Eastman's 
Chemistry class, 
juniors, Moeko 
Zimmerman and Carl 
Valmonte carefully 
measure substances 
as to not make a mess 
in their workspace. 

In Mr. Spain's Biology 
class, students work 
on their worksheets 
on the lesson they 
had just covered, 
ensuring that 
knowledge learned is 
knowledge earned. 

I haue a problem' 

Mr. Engel's Algebra I 
class does their worl 
and has an insightfu 
discussion about it. 

"Over the weekend, Ailie 
Powers, out of her own 
curiosity, was exploring these 
mathematical functions called 
Taylor Polynomials and she 
learned how they can be used 
to create (prove) what is 
considered the most beautiful 

.; relationship in math: eA(i*pi) + 
'1=0. She worked it all out, 
on her own, in front of the 
class today, all without any 
prompting by me. 1 thought 
that was pretty cool!" 

- Mr. Milanovich 

At Kubasaki High School, students are 
offered an array of science courses to 
excel in and prepare them for college. 
Students can take Biology, AP 
Biology, Chemistry, AP Chemistry, 
Marine Biology, and Physics, just to 
name a few. 

Our excellent teachers help students to 
strive to their full potential and reach 
our goals. Hands on learning, such as 
labs, help us learn more about science. 
Science is required in most jobs which 
is why it is important for students to 
understand the knowledge they learn 
and be able to apply it to real life 
situations. 

Taking lesis is hard! 
Sophomore, Chance Burbach, takes a 
mastery check in Mrs. Pope's Algebra II class. 

In Mr. Eastman's Calculus class, students 
listen to learn how to solve the equations. 

Carson Hudson focuses hard in math class, 
watching Mrs. Pope intently to get the lesson 
that is being taught. 

Chemistry students conduct a lab that allows 
them to set a substance on fire. 

Dana Pirotta and Kenya Gadsden have a 
good laugh in the AP Biology reproduction 
lab. 

In Mrs. Eastman's Human Anatomy class 
Senior Emily Spotts dissects a goat brain 
while Junior Angelique Bell watches. 
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At Kubasaki High School, we have 
an amazing Foreign Language 
program. The Foreign Language 
department consists of classes 
offered in Chinese, French, 
Spanish, and Japanese. Led by a 
cadre of teachers, many whom are 
native speakers to their language, 
we learn new things about exciting 
places and become the explorers we 
strive to be. As military kids, moving 
is inevitable, and happens often. 
Having to move a lot, you may get 
stationed to a new place where the 
language is different. In Foreign 
Language, we become more aware 
of our surroundings and we learn to 
communicate with our hosts in 
foreign countries. 

n Fantastic Foreign 
Language student! 
Victoria Montreal is a foreign 
language student that goes 
above and beyond. She is a 
home-schooled student who 
only attends KBHS for Spanish 
class. She asks thoughtful 
questions leading towards a 
deeper understanding of the 
language, practices her 
pronunciation/grammar, and is 
helpful towards other students, 
even though she does not 
interact with them daily. She 
wants to be a linguist and her 
love of culture is as deep as her 
love of language. She also 
participates in the Ballet 
Folklorico de Mexico and has 
given her classes 
demonstrations. 

np - nboue and Beyond 

Repeat after me. 
Mr. Toor teaches his Japanese 
words they need to know. 

students important 

Mr. Toor's Japanese 1 class 
takes notes on vocabulary 
words to study. 

Mr. Campbells French I class 
decks the halls with the spirit 
of French caroling around the 
holidays. 

Is in the genes? 

Seniors, Erin Buglerand Daisy 
Hershberger pick cards to 

_ choose the genes for their 
baby in AP Biology. 

Discussinn is key. 
Juniors Johanna Stravers, Don 
Cooley, Jadelyn Ibarra, Alexis 
Lynn, Alicia Ramos, Allison 
Krebs, Amanda Martin, Kyree 
Smith, and Preston Snyder prep 
for their upcoming AP US 
history test. Earning a score of 
three out of five or higher can 
earn students college credit 
and help them get a jump on 
completing their college 
degree. Almost one-third of 
KBHS students take an AP 
class during their years here. 

Advanced Placement classes brings the college 
experience to the high school classroom. 
Students are pushed to challenge themselves and 
do their very best. AP classes also give students 
an extra push towards college. With a college 
based curriculum and exams, these classes 
prepare you for the college experience and also 
gives you a helpful college credit after successfully 
completing the class. 

Studying bureaucracy. 
Seniors, Nick Ashley and Deaven Curtis taking notes in 
AP Government while Mr. Coia lectures. 

There is so much work? 
In Mr. Toor's Japanese 1 class, junior Preston Synder 
concentrates on an learning Japanese words that 
would greatly benefit his time while living in Okinawa. 

^ 8 Foreign Langague classes at Kubasaki take an interactive part in the school, learning, and applying to life. 

Kubasaki High School's TALON projects were born out of the idea 
that teachers wanted to make learning fun and challenging in a 
unique and interdisciplinary way. The project's aim was to also show 
students that what they learn in the classroom can and does apply 
to real life. TALON applies knowledge they learn during training 
sessions to real world situations with STEM and includes multiple 
milestones and presentations throughout the school year. 

1. Chem lab agent, Senior, Sarah Walter powers a battery using elements and 
testing voltage. 
2. Chem lab operative, Sarah Walter tests solar panels. 
3. Team Prism finds the best path for a robot on the moon. 
4. In a Biology lab with seniors Harleigh Lewis and Charlee Bodwell, juniors 
Kylie Tefft and Alyssa Kwiatke and sophomore Josiah Hall investigate viruses at 
the Naval Hospital. 
5.Biology lab with senior Harleigh Lewis and junior Cameron Palazzo, the first 
mission of the year receiving mission briefing. 



Preparing vo be a Fighter 

People thinking about a future career in the military, or who want to 
learn superior leadership skills, usually join the rigorous ROTC program 
offered at Kubasaki High School. The ROTC program combines the 
excitement of competition with the hardships and physical demands of 
military exercise. Students in the program are offered potential 
scholarship opportunities at multiple universities, because of thiShdW 
of dedication. The physical and mental demands of the ROTC program 
are challenging, but there is no question about the benefits a student will 
receive if he or she is up to the challenge. 

Attention? 
Cadets line up in preparation 
for inspection. Freshmen 
Celina Gonzales, Clayton 
Flammang, and Aleksander 
Phillips stand at attention 
and wait for their turn in the 
ROTC weekly inspection. 

How, March? 
The Color Guard marches into 
the middle of the football field 
before kickoff. Freshman, 
Alexandria 
Klimek, Sophomore, Amanda 
Arroyo, Junior, Jonathan Orr, and 
Senior, Matthew Palabrica, 
present the colors before a 
football game. Photo courtesy of 
Jim B. 

mm are.... 
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Q: Why did you want to become a teacher? 
A: "I don't know why. i just knew from 3rd 
grade that I wanted to be a teacher." 
Q: If you weren't a teacher, what would you 
be? 
A: "A singer in a heartbeat." 

- Mrs. Wootton 

Q: Do you use sarcasm a lot? 
A: "Noooo, I don't use sarcasm a 
lot...." (sarcasm) 
Q: If you ruled the world, what would you 
change? 
A: "Laws on polution: There would be 
limitations to what we can and cannot do." 

- Mrs. Lundberg 

Q: What is the kindest thing a student has 
done for you? 
A: "Offering to help if I need anything." 
Q: What is the weirdest question a student 
has asked you? 
A: "If I ever went to college..." 

-Mrs. Stevens 

Q: What area of fitness are your students 
struggling in? 
A : "  F o r  f e m a l e s  u p p e r  b o d y  s t r e n g t h  a n d  
males flexibility." 
Q: Did you play any sports in high school? 
A: "Softball and Field Hockey." 

-Ms. Chumley 

Q: What is your favorite part about teaching? 
A: "The kids, because I have always worked with 
kids." 
Q: What is your favorite production here at Kubi? 
A: "I'm most proud of the House of Blue Leaves cast 
for the dramatic and dymanic performance,. But 
with 13 shows, it's impossible to choose." 

-Mrs. Deakins 

Q: What is the most outrageous slang word 
you have heard in your classes? 
A: "3 years ago was 'ratchet' and now it's 
anything Kahlil Pinkney says." 
Q: What is your favorite thing about 
Kubasaki? 
A: "That it's cool to be smart." -Mr. Coia 

Q: What is your opinion on your students? 
A: "I love my students, is that too cliche?" 
Q: What is the easiest part of your job? 
A: "Making copies and entering grades into 
gradespeed." 

-Mrs. Eastman 

We pride ourselves with 
having amazing teachers 
that care and nurture the 
students at Kubasaki, yet 
we know very little about 
them. They are a group of 
people who have dedicated 
their lives to better future 
generations. With each 
question asked, we find out 
more things about them 
that you would have never 
guessed and in a 
hypothetical situation, 
"What would they do?" We 
learned one common 
thread in many of their 
respones to our questions: 
They all want to inspire 
their students to be what 

they each have the 
potential to be. As 
Kubasaki drama teacher 
Mrs. Deakins states, 
"You do you, and they'll 
do them." They want to 
see their students reach 
their highest potential 
possible in both school 
and in life. Being a 
teacher is the best job, 
because they get to see 
the students grow into 
themselves and find their 
path in life. These are 
the insights to those 
dedicated people that 
spend their lives to 
ensuring we will lead 
better lives. 

The Kubasaki High School Focus: 

Preparing every student for success in college, career, 
and life. Students will write effectively, and think 

critically. 4] 



I capture the Moments 

" 
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What is digital photography here at Kubasaki? 

Digital photography is a class where students 

learn to maneuver a camera and how to edit 

real world photos. They go into class and take 

pictures of the things they enjoy or appreciate 

in life. They edit these photos to perfection. 

The students grasp a moment in time and 

make it their own life story. 

1: Working hard at his computer, Josiah Allen 
changes the hair color of two anime characters. 
2: Say cheese! Tyrek Simiiien snaps a quick photo of 
his partner, Jacob Williams. 
3: Crystal Seiber smiles brightly at a picture she took 
of her partner. 
4: Kevin Comeaux and Alexander Robertson work on 
putting their photos into a work of art. 
5: Tonika Smith, Mercedez Abadia, and Joellen 
Simmons have a laugh at the photo they snapped. 

I/We Record Memories 
Not many people understand what Video Communications is. Video 
Communications, or Video Comm, is a class where students learn to create and 
edit videos. Kubasaki students in the class are able to make individual recordings 
or group recordings of clips and edit them into one fantastic video. This year 
the advanced video class set their standards high, creating a Lip Dub that 
challenged other DoDDS schools to participate. This video alone hit over 5,000 
views in just one week online! Other big projects the class directed was Kubi 
Idol, inspired by the classic reality show American Idol. The class is designed to 
learn how to work with technology in a fun way that all the students enjoy. 

1: Mr. Malik, James Keller and Ian 
Schradergeta good side of the video. 
2:James Keller, Terrion Davis, and 
Sara Stavale sound check the 
equipment before the scene. 
3: The video Comm squad start to 
prep before the recording. 

Ik 

With pencil marks on a sketch book, 
paint on a canvas, and art on their 
minds, the creative students of 
Kubasaki stroll around campus 
seeking inspiration for their art 
classes. Most people believe that art 
can express what words cannot. It can 
show an emotion or reveal a valuable 
lesson. Sometimes art can be a way 
to get things off of your chest or a fun 
way to pass the time. Students at 
Kubasaki do this in many forms and 
bring a lot of talent to /The table. 
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vKubasaki Art Gallery 
•sax 

1. AP Art student Egao Asato uploads her favorite 
artwork to her online portfolio for college credit. 

2. Brianna Jamgochian opens a fresh package of 
sharpies for her mannequin drawing. 

nrt is Nov what You see, But What vou Mahi 
-Edgar Degas 

-

Mykaila Ware (9) Bias Saras (9) Skylar Tison (9) Ashley Pursell (9) 



Master Chefs in the Making 

Jonas Knudsen 
Q:What is the 
best studying tip 
that has made 
you successful? 

Egao Asato 
Q: Do you eat a big breakfast 
the morning of a test? 

Angelique Bell 
Q:What are 3 things 
you do to prepare for 
a test? 
A: "1. Go over my 
material 2. Eat alot 
and 3. Get a good 
night's sleep." 

Clair Zachary 
Q: What are some study tips 
you swear by? 
A: "Always be organized with 
your stuff and your binder. 
Study before you sleep, and 
never procrastinate." 

A: "Junk food to keep me 
awake. Like a donut or 
chocolate bar." 

A: "Using 
flashcards. It's a 
great way to test 
yourself!" . 

As students learn more and more about the importance and 
benefits of a healthy lifestyle, the Culinary Arts Program is gaining 
in popularity; an increasing number of Kubasaki's students are 
showing an interest in the exciting work, and art, of cooking. The 
art and science of cooking became popular through television 
shows and magazines and is now offered in the educational setting 
due to the high demand as an exciting potential career for many 
talented students. Culinary Arts students learn the skill of catering, 
and preparing a variety of edible delights and healthy meals. 
Anyone who wants a promising job in the art of culinary signs up 
for the amazing Culinary Arts program here at Kubasaki. 

Yes, we know, studying is definitely not the funnest thing to do in 
your spare time. But, when it comes down to things, it's not much of 
a choice if you want that rewarding A (unless you have photographic 
memory...in that case, lucky you). Procrastination gets to the best of 
us, but we eventually have to learn how to prioritize and get things 
done without thinking about it. It doesn't have to be Cornell Notes 
and flashcards all of the time; find what method works best for you 
(and it just might make you want to study more). So go out there, 
explore your options, study hard, and get that A+ you deserve. 

Academics 

At Far Eas t Culinary Arts Mr. Campbell helps out the At Far Eas t Culinary Arts, Seniors, 
held at Yokota Airbase near Culinary 2 class by stirring a Malia Martin and Kane Kitashima 
Tokyo, Senior, Violeta sauce made by Junior, Kahlil work to plate their food for the 
Mercado starts plating her Pinkney, while Brenden Cuny esteemed judges who would go on 
food to be presented. stirs a sauce of his own. to judge their work using a number^ 

of criteria. 4v 

In his Culinary Arts class, 
sophomore, Tyler Pelkey stirs 
his sauce so it does not burn or 
stick to the bottom of the pan. 



Excuses, excuses, excuses! 
Students are experts at 
coming up with 
justifications for being late 
to class, why they don't have 
their homework, and more. 
Students will say anything 
to get out of trouble, even if 
they know it has no basis in 
reality. We asked students 
at Kubasaki what their most 
creative excuse is for being 
late to class. This is what 
was said to help get them 
out of trouble. 

AVID (Advancement Via Individual 
Determination) is a program that was 
designed originally for students who would 
like to be the first in their families to go to 
college. It also helps students familiarize 
themselves with the hardships 
responsibilities of college. Anyone can jo 
only if t hey mantain a C average or above 
in their grades. 

To be in AVID, you also have to maint 
neatandcleanbinder. AVIDstudentslearn 
things that they can use outside of their 
academic life. The responsibility and skills 
that these students learn go on to help them 
in college, career, and life. 

and 

v 

What has been your best 
eoccusefor being late to 

class? 

"I'm a girl. I h ave problems." - Kaylee Nelson 
"My dog died." - James Keller 
" I w ent deaf for 5 minutes and didn't hear 

the bell." - Jasmine Sarrette 
4: "I was at my locker." - Christian Macaluso 
5: "I missed my bus." - Miriam Robinson 

1. Haley Agra, Reavan East, and Nicholas Balabis work hard on an assignment at their computers. 
2. The AVID class works diligently and silently at their individual workspaces. 
3. The AVID class plays a fun and friendly game that helps them boost their trust with each other. 

lfeering 
We all have to deal with those teachers that stray off-topic from time 
to time. But, in some cases it's the students that cause this to happen 

ng off-topic questions that catch the teachers' attention. These 
3 of the ways students say they have gotten their teachers off 

the rails of the main subject. 

What are some ways you getl 
your 

teachers off topic? 
3: "I make jokes sometimes. This gets 
them off topic." - Peter Allwein 

1: "Talking about 
communism." - Grace 
Herndon 

2: "Asking about where babies 
come from." - Kenya Gadsden 

4: " Always talk about something 
they're interested in." - Moriyoshi 
Rempola 



n challenge we lake on every dag" 
Physical Education is an important part of high school. Keeping students 
fit and healthy is one goal that Kubasaki strives for. In P.E., students learn 
how to take better care of themselves through workouts. P.E teaches 
students the importance of teamwork through team games as well as the 
teachers' motto, "All for one, and one for all." 
Health class is also an important course. Health teaches students how to 
stay safe from diseases and injury, while also teaching students how to 
assess what to do in dangerous and harmful situations. Health goes in-
depth with sex education, child development, and first aid. With Mrs. Butler 
teaching, students learn life lessons that they will remember for the rest of 
their lives. 

In Ms. Chumley's P.E. class, 
(students play a fun and skilled game 
lof Fast Pass. 
(After running a demanding mile, 
[Gary Turner takes a break on the 
Ibleachers. J 

, 

Mrs. Butler's Health class 
works on a project that they 
will use to express themselves, 
with the usage of magazines. 

v>"*-

Band and Guitar are two of the best Fine Arts classes 
in the Pacific. With Mr. Honnold at the helm, Kubasaki's 
band is seen as one of the most prestigious high school 
bands in the Pacific, and has won many awards at Far 
East throughout the years. He teaches students not only 
how to play their instruments, but also expands their 
knowledge of playing specialized instruments. 

Band and Guitar students learn how to read notes while 
playing their instruments. This comes in handy at their 
performances during school-wide events. While new 
band and guitar students learn new talents, returning 
students perfect their talents. Learning and having fun 
is what makes Kubasaki's band immaculate, and guitar 
class pristine. Although the band and guitar classes 
contain tons of learning from note memorization and 
finger placements. It can be fun for many students who 
aspire to take their love for music furthur or those who 
just have a passion more music and need a fun, 
interesting class to enhance their schedules. 

The Band and Guitar classes have fun and learn songs to 
perform at their upcoming performances. 

Rebecca Williams searches through magazines, finding the perfect picture that 
symbolizes herself. After all, a picture speaks a thousand words! 

Guided by the expertise of Kubasaki s PE and Health teachers, students excel in fitness and learn new and important 
a variety of activities and lessons each and every day^ 

Willi ihe Music as Loud 
Band and Guitar class is a great way to meet new people 
and make new friends. When you join, you immediately 
have something in common with the other people in your 
class. Guitar and band have also been proven to improve 
grades in other classes and help students to excel in other 
subjects such as foreign language. Music class is a great 
high school experience for everyone. It is fun and 
educational! 



STEM isallaboutscience, technology, engineering, and mathematics.Students in Kubasaki 
all take classes that consist of STEM, and in some classes they get to show off their skills. 
They work in labs for science, they participate in the Robotics Competition for engineering, 
and teachers help them with equations for math. 

Q: Was the Robotics 
competition harder 
than you thought it 
would be? 

A: "It was easier. I 
thought there would 
be more to it." 

-Gabriel Vasque 

Q: How was it 
watching your 
students compete in 
the Robotic 
Competition? 

A: "It was awesome. 
They displayed a 
fantastic way of 
problem solving." 

-Jon Walden 

Q: What method 
would you do 
differently in the 
process of 
building? 

A: "Programming 
over building." 

-Joshua Davis 

During the Robotics Competition, teams like "Aw Heck", with 
senior Marissa Roberts and junior Eric Heck, take time to 
recalibrate their robot. They also had EOD come down and talk 
to the kids about their robots. Finally, they had STEM career day 
where people came down to Kubasaki to talk about their jobs. 

iffl is an interdisciplinary program 
that combines the lessons of science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics, and can be utilized in 
every aspect of life. STEM student get a real world 
experience. With STEM, students get to do fascinating 
and intriguing activities and even compete in projects 
such as the Robotics competition, where Kubasaki 
came in 2nd and 3rd place. There are also many careers 
that involve one or more aspects of STEM. Throughout 
the year, Kubasaki students get to experience what 
STEM careers are and what exactly they do when 
presenters came in and share their STEM career 
stories. The STEM program is an incredible 
opportunity that unites students together who share 
similar interests. 

Can You Compute? 
Learning the ways of modern technology. 

Yearbook class captures the memories made by 
students everyday. By creating the yearbook 
each year, the school gets to relive its history 
and each class that graduates gets their part of 
the story. From the field to the classroom, 
students make their own history that carries into 
the next year. The students that capture these 
memories are grateful for the opportunity to do 
so. Each yearbook student is a part of a long 
respected history. 

With each class in digital media, web design, digital publishing, and 
gaming, students learn what it takes to write codes for computers. 
These classes give insight to what it takes to be a computer 
programmer or how to create a game or a website. The classes help 
students interested in a career in the Information Age. 

Creating a bee isn't as easy as it 
sounds! Just ask, junior, Darius 
Melton. He is in the process of 
creating a bee for Gaming. 

In Gaming, sophomores, Morihito 
Rempola and Jakob Williams are 
creating characters for a game. 
They each had to create a bee. 



mt 

Talent and Dedication 
Being able to express yourself and show off 
your talents makes you unique and different. 
The clubs and organizations at Kubasaki help 
students showcase their talents, engage in new 
endeavors, and share in the creation of 
memorable projects and activities. Students 
represent the school with their know-how by 
showing the community what they are capable 
of when they put their minds and hearts to the 
task. In these clubs, such as ASB, Mu Alpha 
Theta, and 007, students find comfort and 
friendship. Extra curricular activities give 
students a "home" where they are surrounded 
by people with similar hobbies and interests. 
From acting, to solving vigorous math 
problems, to playing cards, these students 
come together to create everlasting friendships 
amongst their peers. This is Clubs and 
Organizations. 

5 2  
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With the belief that going green is the only way to 
go, this club has their eyes set on helping out and 
giving back to their community. From field trips 
for beach clean ups, to making a local garden, and 
planting plants around school; they give back to 
the planet that has given them so much more. The 
students of 007 spend their time both in and out 
of Kubasaki to give back to the local area, and to 
help make Okinawa a much more enjoyable place 
to relax and spend time with family and friends. 

What motivates you j 
to protect the I 
environment? 

"The Earth does so I 
much for us, and it's 
going to be around 
for a lot longer than I 
us, so why not 
preserve it and all of | 
its generosities." 
-Kelsey Rogers (12)1 

National Honors Society 

Do you think NHS will help 
you with future careers? 

"Definitely, it would help 
show my leadership 
skills and teamwork 
contributions on resumes 
and future applications." 
-Samantha Fugate (12) 
52  

National Honors Society is made up of Honors 
students that have proven themselves 
academically. These students maintain a 3.5 
GPA or above in order to stay in NHS, and 
challenge themselves to maintain high 
standards in the four pillars of the NHS student: 
Scholarship, Leadership, Service and 
Character. They set the standards high at 
Kubasaki, helping each other to push their limits, 
reach goals and set new ones. 

•— 

Keeping ittteal 
What makes math \[t ? 

(radical) 
"All these squares." 

-Mark Ebarle (12) 

Mu Alpha Theta is a 
group of exceptional 
students coming 
together to talk 
about everyone's 
favorite subject... 
Math! From sharing 

| concepts to solving 
equations, these 

I students make 
! solving the 

IPythagorean 
theorem a breeze! 

I 

(ASB Officers: Maddie Pagel, 
Dana Pirrotta, Carla Arreguin, 
Nick Pagel, Matt Myers) 

My leadership 
benefits our school by 
allowing me to be an 
approachable person 
who is open to the 
student body and 
communicatates their 
views to the faculty 
effectively." 

-Carla Arreguin (11) 

or, Associated Student Body, use 
their time to make Kubasaki 
students feel more connected to 
the school. They use their voice 
to lead their peers, and act as 
liaisons for the students to the 
faculty and the administrator. 
From daily announcements to 
raising money for class trips, 
they are are constantly striving to 
make Kubasaki a better place. 



"In drama, I do just about everything. I sta rted doing 
several odd jobs for the drama department in 9th 
grade, so I h elped out there, and since then I've had 
some space in my schedule to allow me to take 
advanced drama so that I c an continue to work on 
the plays and get a grade for doing it too. 1 like t hat 
it's a small class with cool people and my job there is 
very relaxing." -Bradley Elliott (10) Once these young actors and actresses step on the stage, they 

represent themselves as a whole new person 

In Drama, students 
practice their roles and 
polish their skills as actors 
and actresses. In between 
acts, they joke around 
with each other to ease 
the tension. 

Kubasaki's drama program is a place 
where students can come together and 
express themselves in the theatrical arts. 
From overcoming stage fright, to trying 
to remember all of your lines for your role, 
there are many challenges that must be 
overcome to make drama a reality. The 
group is led by the accomplished and 
gifted Mrs. Deakins. Being able to work 
as a group, Kubasaki's drama students 
create exceptional performances. Our 
drama students are able to travel to Far 
East and can showcase their talents 
internationally and amongst their peers 
from around the Pacific region. question e Answer 

"Drama class requires a lot of work, but as long as 
you put effort into what you do, you'll be successful 
in this class. One of the most difficult tasks I've done 
is probably miming, which is acting without any sound 
effects, background music, or dialog. It was a little 
easier since I was in a few musicals and plays during 
middle school. With this experience, I can see myself 
acting as a parttime job or as a hobby." 
-Serena Johnson (9) 

"Drama gives you the opportunity to be yourself, and 
discover who you are." 
- James Plattsmier (10) 

,,four..tiuo..one. 
ACTION' -Mrs. Deakins 



My Dog me My Homew| 
Homeworir Keeping your grades up is very important! 

Homework club members come every 
week, Wednesday through Friday, to spend 
their time after school to finish up a big 
project they have or complete homework 
in order to stay on top of their grades. 

I come to the Homework Club 
because it provides quietness that I 
need to concentrate, since at home, 
my parents are yelling at me to do my 
chores." 
-Christian Campbell (09) 

•OHOH 

Sfadept to student. 
( i t v i t i g  u o h  a  i v d n t i  w e l c o m e . . .  

For many first-day students, changing schools in 
the middle of the year is a tough change. S2S 
helps Kubasaki's newest family members to feel 
more at home in their new school and to be on 
time and not lost in their new environment. These 
students dedicate their time after school and 
during school to helping out the newest Dragons 
and give them a warm Kubi welcome. 

Venishea Smith (10) 

I jo ined Student to Student because when 1 
was new, someone from S2S helped me and 
I thought it would be a kind thing to do to help 
other new students. I got a feeling of contenl 
knowing new students at Kubasaki will not be 
alone, and them knowing they will always 
have someone to go to. And if ne w students 
get lost, they shouldn't be afraid to ask for help 
or be shy when they see me in the hallway." 

Why are you in 
Deployment 

buddies? 
•Doploymenfllf^̂ ^H 
Turnilhallfroign.1 I 

i-inoo apisdn 
"It's fun to be around kids. 
Since we are older and 
have more experience 
with dealing with 
deployed parents, our 
experiences can help the 
kids do the same." 
-Emily Mussori (10) 

Once a month, 
Deployment Buddies 
takes a trip down to 
Zukeran Elementary to 
spend time with their 
siblings or to help comfort 
other young kids who are 
dealing with a deployed 
parent. Together they 
help each other cope with 
the absence of a parent by 
doing fun activities. 

Upper-classmen and Under
classmen interested in Japanese 
culture come together to become 
tomodachi ("friends") in the 
peaceful environment of Ms. 
Lundberg's room to hang out and 
have a good time. 

| 

Why do you go to your senpai 
(Japanese for older friend or leader)? 
"Because she gives me answers to my 
homework." 
-Kristian Casupanan (09) 59 



MC Debate to Retaliate 
I Model Congress is an organization that is filled with 
academically gifted students, and provides them 
with a real-world simulation of actual Congress to 
help prepares those who are interested in debate 
and politics. The students begin by debating a hot-
topic political issue of the day, and then share their 
views on the subject. This year, Mr. Coia and six 
students traveled up to Hong Kong for the Harvard 
Model Congress Far East event. There, they passed 
bills and got a real feel for the political process. 

With a chosen topic given, students 
[become representatives for a specific state 
and debate the issues based on their 
assigned views. 

School can be stressful at times, so why 
not chill out and play some games? 
Playing games together is always more 
enjoyable than studying alone. Game 
Club is all about students coming 
together and having a good time by 
challenging their minds with a variety of 
fun-filled card and board games. These 
students like to spend their afterschool 
time playing games that are fun and 
strategic, so they make you think. From 
Magic, Yu-Gi-Oh, and Pokemon, to old-
school board games, to solving the 
puzzle in the library, they have fun and 
put their minds to the test! 

Ctub Snapshots 

61 
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Class of 2015 
After roughly thirteen years of school, countless hours 
poured into studying, test-taking, and learning, and 
friends made to last a lifetime, we're finally re ady to 
graduate. The tassle has been worth the hassle! And 
whether we're moving on to college, joining the 
military, or taking up a job, the skills we've acquired 
from high school will follow us as we go through life. 
As a senior, we've learned that there's more to life than 
being successful. We've learned that the journey and 
the people you encounter in this world are just as 
important as the destination. Together, we strutted 
through the halls of highschool and grew to be the 
individuals that we are now. We'll go out into the world 
and conquer each obstacle thrown our way, no matter 
how many times life tries to kick us down. Despite the 
pain, we get back up stronger than we were before. 
As go our separate ways, we'll always remember each 
other and the hardships we've overcome. As they say: 
once a Dragon, always a Dragon. We are the Class of 
2015. 
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Ilyan Aguirrt 

SgtMaj Mastriano 

"No matter the amount 
of negativity you're 
presented with, 5 
minutes from now could 
be your best moment." 

- M od Sun 

"I'm a Sa 
Planet Earth 

Goku 

Jonathan Alvcrson 

AP Calculus BC 

Keana Aquino 
"There are two ways of 
spreading light: to be the 
candle, or the mirror that 
reflects it." 

- Edith Wharton 

Paul Armellino 

"Crede quod habes, et 
habes. Believe that you 
have to do." 

- Unknown 

Kayla Arney 
"We all need to be 
mocked from time to 
time, least we take 
ourselves too seriously." 

- George R.R. Martin 

Egao Asato 
"In every time, every 
world, the strong polish 
their fangs while the 
weak polish their 
wisdom." 

- No Game No Life 



Tybrus Ascencio 
"Life is a bottomless pit, 
just like the deep blue 
sea." 

- Kal-El 

Jonah 

- Ricky Bobby, 
Talladega Nights 

Nicholas Ashley 
"Our deepest fear is not that 
we are inadequate. Our 
deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It 
is our light, not our darkness 
that most frightens us." 

- Marianne Williamson. 
Return TckLoue 

Daniel Asuncion 
"I've never had a passioin for 
my GPA. however Kubasaki 
has taught me valuable things 
such as Friendship. Unity, 
Community. Kindness, Youth. 
Optimism, and Understanding. 
Thank You Kubasaki High 
School." 

- Da niel Asuncion 

Bailey 

Kevin Barkley 
"Life is certain. Death is 
not." 

-Anonymous 

Tamaia Baskin 
"You are the light of the 
world. A city set on a hill 
cannot be hidden." 

- Matthew 5:14 

Jo oiA/Cv-

Vanessa Beaver 
"Life is under no 
obligation to give us what 
we expect." 

- Margaret Mitchell 

Chrisel Belin 
"You still have a lot of 
time to make youreslf be 
what you want." 

- S.E.Hinton. 
The Outsiders 



Carianna Bellota Alyssa Bonini 
"Change the way you 
look at things and the 
things you look at 
change." 

- Wayne W. Dyer 

"How can mirrors be 
real if our eyes aren't 
real?" 

-Jaden Smith 

Conor Blakely Brianna Borja 
ASK not what your 

country can do for you, 
but what you can do for 
your country." 

- President John F. 
Kennedy 

"Life is too short for 
second guesses." 

-Anonymous 

Charlee Bodwell Lianna Bourclony 
"Don't worry about 
things you can't 
change." 

-Anonymous 

"Do what makes you 
happy, because nobody 
else is in your shoes." 

- Anonymous 

iykanlu'% eJwtXf 

Gavin Bogan Erin Bugler 
"1 feel as if things are 
about to change. I guess 
this is growing up." 

- Forever the Sickest 
Kids 

"You don't have to see 
the whole staircase, just 
take the first step." 

- Mar tin Luther King 



Shantrell Burke 
"I c hoose to be unstoppable. 
I am bigger than my concerns 
and anonymous worries. The 
strength of others inspire me 
daily. I focus on my goal, I 
trust my intuition, and live a 
courageous life." 

- Anonymous 

Aclrianna Cardenas 
"Anything in life worth 
doing is worth 
overdoing." 

- Anonymous 

Ilandii Cavanaugh 
Either I will find a way, 
n 1 w ill make one." 

- Philip Sidney 

Jose Cerca 
One day I m going to 

say something really 
impressive." 

- Asher Roth 

Mary Clardy 
"There's still time to 
change the road you're 
on." 

- Led Zeppelin 

Mariana Contreras 
"Drake wouldn't treat 
me like this." 

- Unknown 

Khalil Conyers 
"We run things, things 
don't run we, we don't 
take nothing from 
nobody." 

- Miley Cyrus 

Michael Coulter 
For the Alliance." 

- World of Warcraft 



Aarron Cuny 

r 

"They're just peanut 
butter and jealous " 

- The Interview 

William Curtin 
"If you ever start taking 
life too seriously, 
remember that you are a k 
talking monkey flying -^pSS 
through the universe on Til I 

1WL 1M 
an organized • 1 ft A A 
spaceship." 3 llflp 

- Unkown Homeless | It <1 IV 
m [JWCJmlt 

Deaven Curtis 
"A wise man learns from 
his mistakes, but a wiser 
man learns from others' 
mistakes." 

- Unknown 

Joshua Davis 
"So we beat on, boats 
against the current, 
borne back ceaselessly 
into the past" 

- F. S cott Fitzgerald 

v. i lniilmiiiiili 

Mark Ebarle 
"Mark Ebarle is the best 
baseball player I've ever 
seen." 

- Coach Toor 
(aka: Mark Ebarle) 

Alex Eisenberg 
"You know it's real when 
your latest nights are your 
greatest nights. The sun is 
up when you get home, 
that's just a way of life." 

- Drake 

Richard Erland 
"There's no use crying 
over every mistake. You 
just keep on trying until 
you run out of cake." 

- GLADoS, Portal 

Terrion Davis 
"I'm an idealist. I don't 
know where I'm going, 
but I'm on my way." 

- Carl Sandburg 



"Have you ever 
wondered if there's 
more to life than being 
really, really, ridiculously 
good looking?" 

- D erek Zoolander 

David Estrada 
"Don't ever let anyone 
tell you what to do. You 
make your own path." 

- Unknown 

Luke Estes 

Brenden Fay 

Yuki Eyre 
"There are far, far better 
things ahead than any 
we leave behind." 

- C.S. Lewis 

"It is better to remain 
silent and be thought of 
as a fool, then to speak 
and erase all doubt." 

- President Abraham 
Lincoln 

Courtney Ford 
"You might be able to do 
it if you try. But if you 
don't try, you definitely 
can't." 

- Inori Yuzuriha 
(Guilty Crown) 

Sara Frazier 
"Keep moving forward." 

- Meet the Robinsons 

Samantha Fugate 
"Happiness is a 
journey . . . not a 1 

destination." 
- Ben Sweetland 

Jesus Gallardo 
"10% luck, 20% skill, 
15%concetrated power 
and will, 5% pleasure, 
50% pain, and 100% 
reason to Rememberthe 
Name." 

- Fort Minor 



Sho Green 
"Out here like a possum, 
I'm so, I'm so 
awesome." 

- Shy dizzy 

Hannah Grigsby 
"2 lame 4 fame, 2 cool 4 
school." 

- Anonymous 

Kenzo Grimes 
"Sometimes even the 
most unlikeliest of foes 
can become outstanding 
friends." 

- Kenzo Grimes 

Judia Griner 
"My wish for you is that you 
continue. Continue to be who 
and how you are. to astonish 
a mean world with your acts 
of kindness. Continue to 
allow humor to lighten the 
burden of your tender heart." 

- Ma ya Angelou 

Jasmine Guerrero 
"Risking your life and 
doing something that 
could easily rob you of 
your life are exact 
opposites." 

- Unknown 

Jaylyn Guzman 
"May the bridges I b urn 
light the way." 

-Anonymous 

Triston Hall 
w, man. 
Triston Hall 

Alexxus Hammonds 
"God gives us the bat, 
but it's our choice to 
swing." 

- Alexxus Hammonds 



Selena Hernandez 
"Procrastination is the 
art of keeping up with 
yesterday." 

- Don Marquis 

Daisy Ilcrshberger 
1 say you kill your 

heroes and fly, fly, baby 
don't cry." 

-AWOLNATION 

Kristian Ilood 
"Adults are outdated 
children." 

- Dr . Suess 

Courtney Hopper 

Mr. Fredricksen 



Tristan Horner 
"I'm a peacock. You 
gotta let me fly!" 

- Mark Wahlberg, 
The Other Guys (2010) 

Lauren Inns 
"No one else will ever 
know the strength of my 
love for her. After all, 
she's the only one who 
knows what my heart 
sounds like from the 
inside." 

- Unknown 

Erika Johnson 
"Say goodbye to the 
halls and the classes, say 
hello to a job and the 
taxes." 

-All Time Low 

Joseph Kascak 
"When the red river is 
flowing, take the dirt road 
home." 

- President George 
Washington 

James Keller 
"Where there is a v 
there is a way out. 

Unknown 

Kane Kitashima 
"I don't control life, but I 
can control how I react 
to it." 

- Macklemore 

Steven Koslowsky 
"Admit it, admit it! I'm 
probably the most 
amazing person you 
know." 

- Crystal Sieber 

•~>T EV C, A 

Harleigh Lewis 
"Sometimes good things 
fall apart, so better 
things fall together; 
forever XII XVI 
MMXIII." 

- Marilyn Monroe 



Youki Lewis 
"Are you feeling it now, 
Mr. Krabs?" 

- Spongebob 
Squarepants 

Joevehn Lo 
"Yes, I can see just as 
near, far, sideways, up 
and down as you. The 
only difference is. I got 
away with sleeping in 
class and you didn't." 

, - Joevehn Lo 

Jamie Lozada 
"School is so 
overrated." 

Anonymous 

Nina 

Nina Luksha 

Luksha 

mm Harvey Macklin 
"1 think it's broken... 1 
fixed it!" 

- Harvey Macklin 

Nicholas March 
"Smart water is my alma 
mater." 

- Unknown 

Malia Martin 
"The sugar is at the 
bottom." 

- Maleyna Beale 

Ian Mastriano 
"Think outside the base, 
#okiadventure." 

- Ia n Mastriano 



Julie Mathis 
"A simple act of 
kindness creates an 
endless ripple." 

-Anonymous 

Winston Maxwell 
"Some people take certain 
things and they try to forget 
what that pain felt like. I 
don't. I take that same pain 
and 1 cha se it every time I 
walk in a weightroom." 

- Ray Lewis 

Ellsworth McGuire 
"Who are you to judge 
the life I live? I'm not 
perfect and don't live to 
be. Before you start 
pointing fingers, make 
sure your hands are 
clean!" 

V l ,  -  B o b  M a r l e y  
Hi 

Alyssa McLaughin 
"I've had a hard life, but , 
my hardships are 
nothing against the 

went through in order to | 
get me to where I 

- Unknown 

Violeta Mercaclo 
ate us cause 
ain't us" 
The Interview 

Marissa Mesquita 
"Always remember that 
you are absolutely 
unique. Just like 
everyone else." 

- Margaret Mead 

Nicole Michael 
'Happier than an elf with 
34 sugar cookies on a 
beach in Toronto." 

-Anonymous 

Haley Mitchell 
"Ten tiny breaths. Seize 
them. Feel them. Love 
them." 

- K.A. Tucker 



Mauryn Morfitt 
"I went to the woods because 
I wished to live deliberately, to 
front only the essential facts of 
life, and see if I could not learn 
what it had to teach, and not. 
when I c ame to die. discover 
that I h ad not lived." 

- Henry David Thoreau 

Jesse Morones 
"High school is the 
party, now comes the 
hangover!" 

- Jesse Morones 

Kavan Mulvey 
"Man, those were some 
good tacos." 
- Martin Luther King Jr. 

Matt Myers 
"Winter always turns to 
spring." 

- Mr. Toor's Forearm 

and look 
it it shine; 
farkest of 

-Tan 

/thing you 
implished 
vish to t 

be accc 
y; it is a 
far you an 
1 order to 

- Nich< 



Aijia Peters 
"Lions don't lose sleep 
over the opinions of 
sheep." 

- Imam al-Shfi'i 

Hannibal Pharathikoune 

have faith in yourself. Do 
not go out and look for a . 

-Bruce Lee 

Rachel Pierce 
We need never be 

hopeless, because we 
can never be irreparably 
broken." 

-John Green 

Catelyn Plattsmier 
"It is not our abilities that 
show what we truly are. It 
is our choices." 

- Harry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets 

Allie Powers 
"Nobody can give me 
Powers, except for my 
dad." 

- Allie Powers 

(XftjUU 

Breanna Redmond 
Bye." 

Breanna Redmond 

Moriyoshi Rempola 

Unknown 

Ty Rigle 
"The Future is 
Unwritten." 

- Joe Strummer 



Marissa Roberts 
"A wise person knows 
that there is something 
to be learned from 
everyone." 

- Unknown 
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Kelsey Rogers 
"It is hard to fail, but it is 
worse never to have tried 
to succeed." 

- Theodore Roosevelt 

Tyler Russell 
"A good country song 
takes a page out of 
somebody's life and puts 
it to music." 

- Conway Twitty 

Christian Rutleclge 
You can even." 

- Motivational Speech 

Krista Seott 
'Don t let anyone look 
down on you because you 
are young, but set an 
example for the believers 
in speech, in life, in love, in 
faith, and in p urity." 

- 1 Ti mothy. 4:12 

Desiree Shaw 
"All our dreams can 
come true, if we have the 
courage to pursue 
them." 

- Walt Disney 

Crystal Sieber 
"I just want to have a 
completely adventurous, 
passionate, weird life." 

- Shauna Niequist 

Joellen Simmons 
"Quiet people have the 
loudest minds." 

- Stephen Hawkings 

(Tirrr̂ J 



Anastasia Soderlund 

'Si Vis Pac Pacem, Para 
3ellum." 

- Flavius Vegetius 
Renatus. Roman 

Military strategist. C. 
390. A.D. em, 

ParaBellum 

Leandro Solidum 

Leandro Solidum 

"If y ou can't blow them 
away with your 
brilliance, baffle them 
with your nonsense." 

- Unknown 

Sara Stavale 
"There's something 
beautiful about keeping 
certain aspects of your 
life hidden. Maybe 
people and clouds are 
beautiful because you 
can't see everything." 

- Kamenashi Kazuya 

Avonje Taylor 

"Just be yourself. You'll 
actually look cool." 

- Avonje Taylor 

Taylor Trumble 

"I'm better lookin' than 
the people beside me." 

- Taylor Trumble 

Lauren Ulrich 

"Be the change you wish 
to see in the world AND 
TURN UP!" 

- Mahatma Ghandi 
(kinda) 

Chiyori Vivas 

"There may be people 
who have more talent 
than you, but there's no 
excuse for anyone to 
work harder than you do 
- ajpd 1 beli eve that." 

u - Derek Jeter 



Sarah Walter Rebecca Williams 
"You've spent infinity 
years not being born yet 
and you will spend 
another infinity years 
being dead. Finish your 
cereal and go outside." 

- K.Steele 

"He who knows nothing 
is closer to the truth than 
he whose mind is filled 
with falsehoods and 
errors." 

- Thomas Jefferson 

Alexis-Marie Ylanan 

"It's just a book. No harm 
ever came from reading 
a book." 

- The Mummy (1999) 

Thanks to all of the Seniors for allowing me 
to serve you as your Senior Class Advisor. You 
are a unique and an exceptional group of 
young men and women. Individually, your 
experiences are unique, but collectively you 
share a common bond as a member of the 
Class of 2015. The most significant lessons 
high school has taught you, cannot be found 
in a book. You have learned to be responsible, 
honest, mature, and independent individuals. 
Remember not to worry about your destiny 
but enjoy the journey. "Don't settle for being 
average because being average is just as close 
to the top as it is to the bottom." I will miss 
the Class of 2015. - Shane Butler 

Dear Ms. Butler, 
We cannot thank you enough for all the 
time and effort you put into making our 
last year the best it could possibly be. As 
a senior, you learn to appreciate the 
people who have helped you through 
your journey. You challenged us, 
believed in us, and guided us. Thank 
you for making this year phenomenal, 
and one to remember. 
Arigatou a million times. 

Iseiah Washington 
No heart, no chance." 

- Unknown 

Scott Weber 
Hey y'all. watch this!" 

- Scott Weber 

The Class of 2015 

Maekensie Ward 

"They saved the best for 
last." 

- Unknown 





Charlee 
Bodwell 

Yuki Eyre Nina Luksha Sarah Walter 

Winston 
Maxwell 

Joevehn Lo Terrion Davis Crystal Sieber 

Marissa 
Mesquita 

Rebecca 
Williams 

Joseph Kascak Allie Powers 

Hannah Grigsby Nicholas Pagel Richard Erland Mark Ebarle 



What is your favorite hangout spot? 

What is your favorite thing to do with friends? 

Going paintballing. Going to the beach. 
- S teven Koslowsky - Violeta Mercado 

Above (left to right) 
Matthew Palabrica, Sho Green, Brian Hankins, Julie 
Mathis, Alyssa McLaughlin, Marissa Roberts, Ian 
Mastriano and Alex Eisenberg enjoy their time together 
while grubbing on the delicious breakfast buffet provided 
by the Kinser Surfside. 

Cardenas 
and Kavan 
Mulvey 
enjoy a day 
out in the 
sun at the 
park. 

I? ! Sara Frazier, 
gjfi Kelsey Rogers, 

and Crystal 
Sieber like to 

F' hang out at the 
infamous 
Mihama 
Seawall. 

Good friends, 
H Randii Cavanaugh 
H and Jaylyn 

[ Guzman, were all 
smiles when they 

Ma matched outfits for 
™ twin day. 

i Ch risel Belin enjoys 
her time at the 
Cherry Blossom 
Festival which comes 
around for a couple 
months a year. 

"It was nice being 
surrounded by all of the 
people I've spent the last 
4 years of school with. I 
wish we had more time." 

-Crystal Sieber 

I usually study or 
listen to Beethoven. 
- Youki Lewis 

I hang out with my 
friends and boyfriend. 

-Randii Cavanaugh 

OFF-CAMPUS FUM 
In the hot Okinawa sun 

Who said teens can't have a life outside of school and still balance their grades? These successful students are a 
great example that they can. From homework to playing X-Box, these kids enjoy participating in different activites, 
such as hiking, swimming, and shopping! Before heading to college these students want to soak up as much sun 
and fun as possible in the tropical island paradise we call home! 

Tropical Beach. 
- Erin Bugler 

Where do you go for lunch? 

|Burger King. 
Haley Mitchell 

Whereever someone 
else is driving. 

- Tristan Horner 

What do you usually do on the weekends? 

What do you do when you're not at school? 

Play X-Box. 
- Aaron Cuny 

I work or hangout with my 
friends. 

- Desiree Shaw 



Avonje Taylor "Don't 
procrastinate 

I'll tell you 
why later." 

Lianna Bourdony 
Paul Armellino 

"Always 
keep up 

with your 
work." 

Chiyori Vivas Scott Weber 
Jordon Hanson "Take 

highschool 
seriously and 
plan for the 

future." 
SENIOR ADVICE 
"Never copy homework in 
the library. Trust me, Ms. 
Brookover will catch you! 
Take my advice, even if I 
don't use it anyway." 

- Brianna Borja 

Anastasia Soderlund 

Alex Eisenberg 

"To find a balance 
between your schoolwork 
and extra-curricular 
activities. And if you're 
really interested in 
joining a sports team, join 
during your sophomore 
year so that when you join 
a team that you like you'll 
have more time to enjoy 
the sport throughout 
your highschool years. 

While being part of a 
team remember to listen/ 
respect your coaches and 

Erika Johnson 
Mark Ebarle 

Daisy Hershberger 

to your more 
experienced members 
on the team and be sure 
to stay eligible to be on 
the team." 

Moriyoshi Rempola Jesus Gallardo 
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Courtney Ford 
has been 
accepted to the 
University of 
Hawaii at 
Maona. 

Harleigh Lewis 
Soccer Athlete 

University of 
Hawaii 

at Maona 

Jose Cerca 
IT Technician Texas A&M 

accepted 
Jonathan 
Alverson. Going 

To Be.. 
Christian Rutledge 

Marine Corps TEXAS A&M 

UNIVERSITY 
ENGINEERING 

PROGRAM 

Michael Coulter 
Mechanical 
Engineer 

Kaylyn Albers 
was accepted to 
Susquehanna 
Univeristy in 
Pennsylvania. Joellen Simmons 

Army Accepted to 

Susquehanna Unlvetsilv in Pennsylvania 

Kavan Mulvey 
Film Director 

University of 
Hawaii, Univerisity 
of Kansas, and 
University of 
Oregon each 
accepted Sara 
Stavale. 

Conor Blakely 
Air Force 

Breanna Redmond 
Pediatrician Luke Estes 

chose 
UC Berkley 
as his school 
to be. Branden Fay 

Marine Corps 
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W1E OF THIEDRA60NS 

What Makes Me 
Who I Am 

Favorite Memory: 
"Being able to get a chance to go to 
Typhoon Motors every other day for 
Career Practicum." 

- Joey Kascak "Our best memory was when the four 
of us stayed on Kadena all day and 
made a music video in front of the BX 
and we posted it to Liz's Facebook." 

- Nicole Michael 

Favorite Memory: 
"My first day of school. 
Everyone was pretty 
chill and nice." 

- Jasmine Guerro 

IFavorite Memory: 
j"Finals Week." 

- Kei Palmer 

I Favorite Memory: 
["Winning 11th out of 
65 boys for mountain 
biking." 

- Nicholas March 
ppojcr 
CP*0 

My Favorite 
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Class of 2016 
Without a doubt, junior year is by far the most 
difficult year of high school. The pressure begins 
to mount for us to take our first steps towards 
college. We now, more than ever, have to take 
responsibility for our own decisions, mapping 
out our future, and moving closer to graduation. 
By now we've got all the rules of highschool 
down, and we're ready to take on the real world... 
or so we think. But with all the hardships that 
come with junior year, it's by no means all work 
and no play. Attending our first prom, getting 
our drivers license and driving that car for the 
first time, applying for jobs, and finally not being 
labeled as "underclassmen" and just some of the 
highlights of being a junior. We're more than 
halfway through high school, and we're excited 
next year to finally be crowned a senior. 
We are the Class of 2016. 

108 



Alyssa Carla Matthew Margarita Angelique Symone Yazmin 

Mercedez Randy Eddie Jeremy Sebastion Nicholaus Carolina 

Lucrecia 
Carpiobran 

Mary 
Carson 

Isabella 
Clark 

•Hi 

Kevin 
Comeaux 

Don 
Cooley 

Mikayla 
Cornish 

Justin 
Covington 

the funniest thing I bane gotten 

WL 

r3an shult? °st 

1 1 0  
"Pranked a teacher by erasing their 

beijavior chart notes on the 
whiteboard." -Brendon Quashie 

a \ 0\f&Q1 

sca an<^a 

p\aceS . 

,C^S 

mean in modern English? 

Miles Mahlock Jasmine Laurenti Jennifer Fulton 

S q u u u u a a d  It means to be over 

excited Very clow friends or the group 
Your bro, fam, friend 

Christian Macaluso Clayton Groth 

C o l e W o r l d  
Harsh World 

Really' 

1/lfhaV is one slang word goo use fodag, and what does iv 

•L\\i *>-* 

Kayla 
Dalzell 

Kailen 
Crawford 

Josie 
Daffin 

Decurtis 
Davis 

Aaron 
Dawson 

Khalid 
Demars 

Gavin 
Duenas 

Ariana Breanna Jarred Kamren Christian Miranda Andrew 
Eisenberg Erland Eusebio Felton Fernandez Fino Flemming 

Kaelyn Jennifer Kenya Tristen Nathan Paul Eiji Jacob 
Francis Fulton Gadsen Gamache Gerardo Graves Green 



Clayton 
Groth 

Taylor 
Hartman 

Carson 
Hudson 

Jadelyn 
Ibarra-Borgonia 

Jordon 
Hanson 

Alexandra 
Guzman 

Jonas 
Jiminez 

Johnathon 
Johnson 

Michael 
Johnson 

Raquandra 
Johnson 

Isiah 
Johnson 

Ellenester 
Jones 

Christen-Marie Enrique Mai Robert Xavier Madeline Allison 
Joseph Joseph Kawamura Kimbrell Klimek Kreamer Krebs 

What was the best aduice you haue 
euer receiued? 

"Do or do not, ' 
there is no P^y 

try." MtML attention." 
-Anastasia Sodelund -Gary Turner 

"Just do 
your work." 

-Dayton Wagner 

1 1 2  

"Don't 
catch these 

hands." 
-Tomas Leal 

F 

I am... a Global citizen 

Amanda Jaylynn Delaney Darius 
Martin Martinez McBride Melton 

Brendan Ruben Victoria Urara Lisette Isabella Joseph 
Miracle Casiano-Modicue Monreal Moreland Mueler Munoz Nash 

Being from a military background, most students at Kubasaki know 
what it is like to live overseas and move around every few years. 
Some of us can say we have lived in Germany, Korea, or even 
Guam. Not everyone can say they have lived in Egyp t, but Dana 
Pirotta can. She lived in Cairo, where she could find the Great 
Pyraminds of Giza practically in her backyard. She has seen and 
done just about everything, from experiencing the beauty of the 
chiming bells of the mosques, to living amongst the Maasai tribes 
of east Africa, to eating strange foods such as ostritch, anaconda, 
and zebra.Dana knows firsthand what it is like to experience new 
things that to us, are not something we would normally experience. 
Living in Egypt is something that may sound strange to some, but 
to Dana, it is an unforgettable experience that she will carry with 
her for years to come. 

Jeanne Marie 
Laxa 

Tomas 
Leal 

Verle 
Lederer 

Peyton 
Lewis 

Drivanna Alyssa 
Kwiatek 

Jasmine 
Laurenti 

Alexis Christian 
Macaluso 

Miles 
Mahlock 
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Lovie 

Peters 

Osbourne 

Branden 

Christian 
Padua 

Sarah 
Reyno 

Madison 
Pagel 

Triston 
Puckett 

Jazmyn 
Oliver 

Jonathan 

Kristian Jocelli 
Palmer Paniagua 

Brendon 
Quashie 

Jessica 
Ramirez 

Dana 
Pirrotta 

Miriam 
Robinson 

Alicia 
Ramos 

Raelee 
Pickard 

Kaleb 
O'Brien 

Cameron 
Palazzo • 

Kahlil 
Pickney 

v 
Jasmine 
Roberts 

1 

"When the senior guys were 
in cheer uniforms during 
the pep rally." 
-Enrique Joseph 

bathrooms are." 
-Destiny Shiroma 

"The drama department 
and my time there." 
-Kamren Felton J 

1 4  

"I will never forget when I threw 
my first touchdown." 
-Decurtis Davis 

I Am My 
Self expression is important to highschool 
students. Aaron Dawson knows firsthand how 
important it is to be able to express yourself. 
He is not afraid to be himself. Being a self-
described introvert, Aaron has had to find other 
ways to express himself and his identity. He 
often finds self expression through his amazing 
pieces of art. 

He has been sketching ever since he could pick 
up a pencil and has never looked back. He 
takes pride in his gold medal from Far East 
Creative Expressions as well. Along with art, 
Aaron finds freedom in his meditating methods 
and his gages. Aaron's plans for the future are 
to attend Cornish Private Art School in Seattle 
to become a tattoo artist. With the passion he 
has, Aaron will be able to be successful in 
anything he chooses to do. 

own Arv 

Preston Jiraporn Kelsey Christopher Skylor Johanna Kearra 
Snyder Sorndok Spangenberger Sparks Stevens Stravers Street 

Krishafaye Jacob Caleb Jeric Elle Joy Roosevelt Morgan 
Rosete Runquist Sablan Sagun San Juan Sanders Shultz 

Destiny Austin Savannah Hikari Daniel Kyree Tonika 
Shiroma Simmons Sloniker Smilowitz Smith Smith Smith 



Johann 
Wright 

Meoko 
Zimmerman 

Alexus 
Vescovie 

Alexys 
Fernandez 

Kailani 
Cornick 

Ian 
Schrader 

Jordan 
Peters 

inhere do you want to 
attend college? 

"Oregon State University" 
-Jessica Ramirez 

"San Diego State 
University" 
-Jacob 

Tokyo Animation College" "University of North Carolina" 
i ] 5 -Joseph Nash -Margarita Ayala 

Cody 
Taylor 

Khrystyna 
Trotter 

Gary 
Turner 

Carl 
Valmonte 

Dayton 
Wacmor 

William 
Wagner 

Mindy 
Washam 

Kennady 
White 

Nigel 
White 

Kana 
Whitecrane 

Talea 
Wilcox 

and say our final goodbyes. We're more than excited, and we're ready to 
take the helms. Our final year in high school is about to begin. ^ ^ y 

We are the Junior class of Kubasaki, and we're ready to take the throne 
and our place at the top. We've waited eleven longjears and it's now our 
j. • j • . n , i: r; , 1 ̂ ,4 — „• „i, "i „ r.: 
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Class of 2017 
We've finally left th e bottom of t he foodchain. 
High school has become more familiar, we've 
got a good idea of how things work, and we've 
learned high school isn't as scary as we thought. 
Classes are becoming more challenging, and 
we're starting to ponder our future. That 
question we were asked when we were little, 
"What do you want to be when you grow up?" 
is starting to become one of the biggest 
decisions we've ever had to face. From starting 
AP, to searching for colleges and beginning the 
PSAT and SAT, sophomore year is the year we 
start buckling down get ready for the real world 
that we'll each face two years from now. We're 
in the process of working our way to the top: to 
claim our title as "upperclassmen." We are the 
Class of 2017. 
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Giovanni 
Aguilar 

Connor 
Anthony 

Kendall 
Brown 

Chance 
Burbach 

Xavier 
Burke 

Jayton 
Calvin 

Shayne 
Campbell 

Xavier 
Carmouhe 

Troi 
Cavanaugh 

"I mostly look at the dragon 
designs on the walls around 
the school. It shows a sign 
saying the school is fierce and 
will destroy anyone in its 
path." 

-Ashley Lora 

Jacob Tan-Show Leah Kristian Cheyenne Austin Emily 
Barr Beall Bebout Bernis Boros Brooksby Brown 

mm 
Daniel 

Acevedo 
Katricia 
Aquino 

Amanda 
Arroyo 

Nicholas 
Balabis 

Love Kubasaki Because... 

The options at 
the library." 
-Grace Herndon 

»Spirit Week." 
-Kendall Brown 

• "The cats that 
live behind the 
200's building." 

-Josiah Hall 

Mercediz 
Chaffin 

Shelby 
Clardy 

Charlene 
Coffman 

Vivica 
Daniel 

"Seeing McDonalds 
employees." 
-Leah Bebout 

"Thinking of my future 
inspires me to do well 

-Hunter Ford 

"Sports." 
-Xavier Burke 

Maribel 
Cerca 

Brenden 
Cuny 

Shanea 
Dalzell 

I Am Inspired By. 
"My parents, because they 
always encourage me to 

try my best." 
- Briana McRae 

Maya Zachary Jordyn Eric Alexcis Julio Jesse 
Dasmalchi Davis Deleon Guerrero Deravin Diaz Dominguez Dorsey 

Madison Lynka Reaven Ami Bradley Lauren Kana 
Doten Dumagan East Eldridge Elliott Elliott Emery 
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Mariah Samantha Jared Nikita Hunter Zane Scott 
Esskuchen Fay Fernandez Fidel Ford Frilles Fugate 
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Abbey 
Gozon 

Hannah 
Grady 

Josiah 
Hall 

Isabelle 
Hardesty 

Connor 
Haynes 

Conrad 
Hendges 

Samantha 
Hernandez 
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Grace Austin Jordan La'keriya Zoe Jeremy Natalya 
Herdon Hyche Ingerson Jackson Jarvis Jerdon Johnson 

What is one outrageous thing gou want to trg before 
"Play soccer in the World Cup." fil "Get sent on a solo mission to 

- Elizabeth Zuniga yy save the President's daughter." 
-Alex Young 

gou die? 

"Eat a 
lifetime 

supply of 
Popeyes 

fries." 
-Mariah 

Esskuchen 

1 2 2  

"Jump 
off the 
moon." 
-Daniel 
Acevedo 

"When I'm 90 years old, 
1 want to go to Disney 

World." 
-Analicia Renfeld 

I Haun au Sue "» 

To many, photography is no more than a fun little hobby, something 
we all dabble in with the click of a button on our iPhones. But for 
sophomore Haley Agra, its a talent she is proud of. Haley developed 
her love for photography as an 8th grader, when she received her 
first camera for Christmas. She is a creative person, and a problem 
solver, so she knew photography was for her. Since then, she has 
photographed events such as Marine Corps Balls, baby showers, 
and even has developed a devoted following of her own personal 
clients. She hopes to be successful and with hard work, continued 
dedication, and her eye for photography, she will be successful. 

Javohn Thomas Juan Jennifer Charnise Katie Jonas 
Journigan Joyce Kamber Kelly Key Kitchen Knudsen 

Graciella Ashley Jessica Andrew Anthony Macro Fidel 
Lind Lora Louis Lowe Macaluso Mancera Manglona 

Liann Raquel Simone Noah Janae Trey Briana 
Manuel Manzanet Martinez McCammon McKaney McKoy McRae 

Cameron 
Korcz 

Brandy 
Koslowsky 

Paige 
Krebs 

Junnel Marcus Matthew Reiko 
Lemasters Lemasters 
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Pablo 
Mesquita 

Gio 
Morente 

Kassidy 
Mulvey 

Kian Brenna Daniel Andrea Jailen Tyler Andre 
N9uyen O'Connell Ocampo Paloschavez Pau Pelkey Pittman 

Emily 
McRory 

Sydney 
Medina 

Maame-Ekur; 

Mensah 

Kaylee Christopher John 
Nelson Nesselhauf Nguyen 

Mary 
Neitzke 

Jahron 
Mitchell 

MM!8 

"I hate spiders because i 
don't want to get bit by 

one." 
-Timothy Rivers 
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"Dying young, because 
I have a lot of goals in 

life." 
-Kristen Salazar 

"The dark, 
anything could 
be behind you." 

-Trey McKoy 

) 

James Devon Kailey Lorenzo Gabriella 
Plattsmier Plumb Pope Preciado Provost 

Analicia Katelyn Treyvon Todd Timothy 
Renfeld Reuter Richardson Rigle Rivers 

Alysa Nicholas Kristen Ciara Joenathan 
Ruiz Runquist Salazar San Juan Sanchez 

Alyssa Chloe Dominick Tyrek Ashley 
Schaff Shell Shortridge Similien Smith 

Donna 
Smith 

Aika 
Sanders 

Grace 
Smith 

MUNlllftMl 
Everyone dreams of getting straight A's on their final report card, but Jonas Knudsen 
doesn't have to dream. "It just comes naturally," admits Jonas. Beginning sophomore 
year with a 4.3 GPA, Jonas uses hard work and puts in all his best efforts to maintain 
his remarkable GPA. How is it possible to maintain a 4.3 GPA is a question one 
may ask. The answer is AP classes. He takes two AP classes, Statistics and World 
History, which add points to a student's GPA after successfully passing their 
respective AP exams. Despite his first "B" last quarter, Jonas is still on track to earn 
his greater than 4.0 GPA. In the future, Jonas hopes to go to Utah State University, 
where he plans to major in either aeronautical or computer engineering as well has 
have the benefit of in-state tuition. 

Darius 
Quashie 

Alexander 
Robertson 

Luis 
Sanchez 

Morihito 
Rempola 

Danton 
Robinson 
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Madalyn 
Trumble 

Venishea 
Smith 

Christian Hayden 
Trask 

Austin 
Ward 

Ariel 
Valiente 

Josaiah 
Wilkins 

Teion 
Baskin 

Isiah 
Portillo 

Joseph 
Starzy 

Jacob 
Stuart 

Alina 
Wallace 

Alec 
Barrett 

Johnathan 
Peter 

Jacob 
Vandermarti 

Jakob 
Williams 

Kerri 
Bates 

Jazmine 
Steele 

Gabriel 
Vasquez 

Scott 

Anthony 
Gomez 

Joshua 
Rosario 

Jeanetsy 
Velazquez 

Tlyer 
Yocum 

Jesika 
Long 

Alexander Elizabeth 
Young Zuniga-Castaneda 

Kyan Nathaniel 
McCarty Nacionales 

"The class 
of 2017 is 
the best?" 

-Liann Manuel Ashante 
Randolph 
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We are the sophomores of Kubasaki. We only have two years left, but 
we're eager and ready to start taking control. We may not be at the top 
yet, but we're right next to the kings and queens of the school. We've 
left our print at Kubasaki, and we're making our way. 



ENTK 
Class of 2018 

With this our first year of highschool, we have 
had much to learn in a short amount of time. 
We are a new ambitious group of students with 
an open-minded attitude, and a different, 
fresher outlook on life. Be ing a very large and 
loud group of students, we freshmen have 
undeniably left o ur mark on Kubasaki. From 
taking harder classes, to experiencing finals for 
the first time, we have had a small taste of what 
highschool is like. This is only the beginning, 
and we still have a long way ahead of ourselves. 
Transitioning to highschool from middle school 
is a great challenge that all of us have had to 
face. And though we are the youngest students 
in the school, we are still just as great a 
contribution to the Kubasaki story as the rest. 
We are the Class of 2018. 
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Matthew 
Agans 

Christina 
Babbitt 

Isabella 
Aguirre 

Daivion 
Barton 

Peter 
Allwein 

Shaun 
Beaver 

Mason 
Anderson 

Analyn 
Brito 

Rocio 
Aquino 

Tate 
Buntz 

Alan 
Arceo 

Noah 
Bunyan 

Jose 
Avellanet 

"WNBA player." 
-Taityana Pittman 

Damien 
Burke 

Christopher 
Burney 

Tiernan 
Butler 

Angel 
Caceres 

Ja'Tavia 
Callier 

Simon 
Camina 

Eddie 
Carpiobran 

When I Grow up 
I want to be 

Kristian 
Casupanan 

swimmer. 
-Cyanne Runyon 
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"A photographer." 
-Mykaila Ware 

"In the military to 
become a doctor." 

-Celina Gonzales 

"A nurse." 
-Layla Graham 

If I had a Million Dollars 
"I'd buy an Audi R8." 

-James O'Neil 

"Make a castle 
out of the stack 
of bills." 
-Matt Curtin 

"Give it to 
charity." 

-Mikaela 
Shuker 

"Buy lots of \ ] 
rice." 
-Aira Mora 

"I would buy a lot 
of anime TV 
shows and get my 
own apartment." 
-Robert Swanson 

Collin Celia Hunter Deuin Tristan Victoria Matthew 

Dymon 
Curtis 

Hannah 
Deak 

Marty 
Donatus 

Karinna 
Dorsey 

Ezekiel 
East 

Ashley 
Eaton 

Jessica 
Ehret 

Javonte 
Ellis 

Kevin 
Escobar 

Isabella 
Farfan 

Alisha 
Ferguson 

Savannah 
Fermin 

Brooke 
Davis 

Joshua 
Figueredo "| ^ 1 



Michael 
Gagen 

Jocelyn 
Gibbons 

IM 'ill 
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I'M N at 
The term "drama queen" or "drama king" generally means to be 
dramatic, but to Theo Spencer, it means he is literally the King 
of Drama. This title was well earned through his drama success not 
only this school year, but throughout his childhood. Anyone who 
knows Theo, knows that he is very loud. Ironically, he won a medal 
in kindergarten for being quiet the longest. 

Theo expresses himself not just through drama, but also through 
his hair, often dying it for a new look. Theo is well known at Kubasaki 
for his appearances in just about every school play and even earning 
a spot on the Far East Drama team. His success at Kubasaki will 
be remembered by not just the students participating in drama, but 
by the entire student body who have come to enjoy his outspoken 
and colorful personality. You could say that Theo Spencer has had 
a memorable first year of high school. 
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Nathan Riley 
Huthsteiner Inns 

Chloe Stevens brings a whole new meaning to the well-
known Kubasaki Varsity letter. Volleyball, basketball, and 
soccer are her sports, and the student body has taken notice. 
Lettering in three sports is hard for any student athlete. Most 
highschool students don't earn a varsity letter until Junior 
or Senior year, but Chloe is a freshman. Not only has she 
earned a spot on these three varsity teams, but she also has 
traveled to mainland Japan to the Far East Volleyball 
tournament, and brought home the championship banner. 

She is outgoing, studious, and obviously quite athletic. Any 
student athlete can tell you that maintaining a good GPA 
while participating in sports is hard, but Chloe has it down 
to a science. She uses self motivation to keep her grades 
high, and starts her homework as soon as she gets home. 
She knows that focus is key, in both her sports and school 
work, and will continue to strive for excellence as an 
amazing athlete and student. 

Jared Nickolas John Brandon Jabrea 
Jackson Jenkins Jesus Johnson Johnson 

Serena Douglas Ricky Kyle Jacob Alexandria Julianna 
Johnson Jones Jones Kaiser Kirkman Klimek Lapierre 

Maiya Lyric Andrew Nathan Kobe Madison Stephen 
Larry LaVarnway Le Legowski Lewis Liedel Loftesnes 
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Andy Ajai David Citlalli 
McDonald McGough Mclntyre Medina 

Tia 
Mickel 

Rebecca 
Moates 

Aira 
Mora 

Brian 
Morones 

Alora Connor Casey 
Martinez McBride McCarty 

Sonny Jaylon Haley 
Medina Melton Mendez 

Noah Isabela Jhean 
Mussori Mutuc Natividad 

I Dream With nig feel 
Anyone who knows Danielle Owens could tell you that 
she is nice, funny, smart, outgoing, and sociable. While 
many know this about her, some may not know she 
has a passion for a rare form of dancing called acro-
dancing. Aero dancing comes from a classical dance 
background, and incorporates acrobatic techniques. 

Danielle started training two years ago because she 
thought it was interesting. She likes that she has a talent 
that not everyone has. In the future, Danielle sees 
herself working hard to achieve her goal of being able 
to appear on a well known television show such as 
America's Got Talent. With hard work and dedication, 
she knows that dreaming with her feet will make her 
real dreams come true. 
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"1 am a duelest." 
-Nathan Huthsteiner 

James 
O'Neill 

Niles 
Obar 

Tasher 
Odom 

Alexus 
Oliver 

Danielle 
Owens 

Taj 
Pahman 

Timothy 
Palm 

"I li ke chick flicks. 
-William Temple 

"I love writing poems and acting "J like smelling soap." 
crazy in drama." . Stephen Loftesnes 

-Briana Smith 

{TRUVCFVT 
Jonathan 

Palmer 

Peyton 
Powers 

Lester 
Parker 

Brandon 
Puckett 

Wilson 
Patterson 

Ashley 
Pursell 

Zachary 
Paz 

Brandon 
Quinn 

Logan 
Peterson 

Raven 
Ramey 

Aleksander 
Phillips 

Alejandro 
Ramos 

Taityana 
Pittman 

Noah 
Rayburn 
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William 
Sanders 

Gordon 
Scott 

Ian 
Shaver 

Michael 
Rodriguez 

Kristina 
Robertson 

"There are more 
opportunities 

-Raven Ramey 
"I ha ve much 

more 
freedom." 

-Airi Hibler 

Jordan 
Rugado 

Cyanne 
Runyon 

Bias Jasmine 
Saras Sarrette 

Joseph 
Shipp 

Mikaela Alexander 
Shusko 

Briana 
Shuker Shusko Smith 

What are some pros of being a 

IV U ' ng highsc 
sports." 

Peyton Powers 

Henry 
Snyder 

Samuel 
Shusko 

"You get to 
experience 
new things." 

-Kevin Escobar 

Alberto 
Regalado 

Alianna 
Rentas 

Alysia 
Rollins 

Jimmy 
Romero 

Samantha 
Turner 

Sahrena 
Vickers 

Joseph 
Wagner 

William 
Walker 

Conner 
Wallace 

Mykaila 
Ware 

What are some cons of being a 
"We forget 

how to 
close our 
mouths." 

"It is hard to 
transition from 

middle school to 
highschool, and 
there is more 
homework." 

-Hunter Chipman 

"There is a 
lot of 

homework." 
-Noah Rayburn 

-Simon Camina 

"There aren't a 
lot of AP 

classes offered 
to us." 

-Ariyanna Lynch 

Alicia 
Warner 

Theodore 
Spencer 

Nikaya 
Stallworth 

Alanna 
Stein 

Richard 
Sterle 

Chloe 
Stevens 

Donald 
Suddeth 

James 
Sutherland 

Robert 
Swanson 

Joshua 
Swen 

Tenaj 
Taylor 

William 
Temple 

Skylar 
Tison 

Noelle 
Tolliver 



Webber Weber Weems 

1 m. 
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Tristin Bailey 

Zweigle-Hays 
Clair 

Zachary 
Frankie 
Allen 

Elijah 
Benn Young 

Samuel 

you hnovw you're a freshmao if... 
1. Your backpack is bigger than you 6. You wake up early and don't hit 

are' lfi> snooze. 
2. You actually bring all of your 7. You can't get your locker open, 

books to class. 8. You don't participate in school events. 
3. You smile at everyone. 9. You suck up to upperclassmen. 
4. You wear galaxy print. 10. You're already scoping out prom 
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Futenma Nathaniel 
Woody Young 

WM 
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Christian Layla 
Campbell Graham 

Khryshondrai 
Hawkins 

Abigail 
Lanning 

Donald 
Randolph 

Tilll 

Dylan 
Rodriguez 

Shermond 
White 

Thomas 
Whyde 

Harrison 
Williams 

Cullen 
Williamson 

Haley 
Wishert 

Hannah 
Witherow 

Leif 
Woodard 

We are the 



Jackie Kevin 
Peterson 

Erika 
Wootton 

Miki 
Stevens 

David 
Young 

Charmers 
Thompson 

Rachel 
York 

Julian 
Spain 

Larry Sandra Darren Keweda 
Rawls Ruffin Shaver Sinclair 

Robert Jon Phillip 
Vanderbloemen Walden West 

Phillip 
Zoboblish 

l/Whal inspired you lo want In 
becnme a teacher? 

"The Satisfaction that 
comes with helping people 
reach "ah ha" moments." 

-Lonnae Calvin 

"It's always something I've wanted 
to do. Ever since I was little, I've 
wanted to teach." 

-William Vandermeyden 

" I thought teaching might be 
a good fit for me." 

-Robert Evans 

"In highschool, I never had a 
great health teacher. I 
wanted to make health 
flin for the students." 

-Shane Butler ^ 



llihat were yon known as in high schnnl? 
"Magnificent" 

"Fun" i - r T" 
- K imberlyn I 
Nelson I Tftfti - ' 

"Nerd 
Herd" 

-Addy Lundberg 

"Eccentric" 
-Kevin Peterson 

Jon Fick 
1.Drama 
2.Band 
3.Choir 
4.Speech 
5.Football 
6.Basketball 
7.Baseball 
8.Track 

Miki Stevens 
1 
2.Soccer 
3.Track 
4.Softball 
5. Drama 
6.Grad. 
Committee 
7.Student 
Council 
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Amy Deakins 

1. Vol ley ball 
2.Softball 
3. Dram a 

Robert Vanderbloemn 

1 .Theatre 
2.Choir 

students Then Teachers Mow 

Larry Rawls Elisha Brookover Christopher Eastman 

Sandra Ruffin Erika Wootton Rachel York 

Talk about a throw back! Kubasaki has an exceptional group of students and teachers. We students 
usually complain and dread all the work we are assigned by teachers, claiming it "unfair." Though, we 
often forget that teachers were once in our positions! They were deprived of sleep, overworked with 
loads of homework assignments, given projects, and were challenged on tests. Our wonderful staff 
have conquered the halls of their highschools and have been through it all. Now, they help us to take 
on all the obstacles thrown our way, even if their ways can be a bit old school. 
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Picture Perfect 
Students at Kubasaki are a unique group of individuals from around the globe. And though we each different, we come together to form unbreakable bonds. 

HMUt tC  



Blood, Sweat and Tears 
Kubasaki athletes strive for excellence. They 

maintain their grades and are involved in their 
clubs and organizations, all the while 
participating in practices five, sometimes six 
times a week. Wearing the Dragon Green is an 
honor in and of itself. These students are 
representing the school with their athletic 
ability and making the studentbody proud. 
Kubasaki sports provide a getaway from the 
sometimes chaotic academic environment. 
This is a n activity t hat not only looks good 
when students apply for college, but helps 
them grow as individuals and keep in top 
physical shape. Coaches of n umerous sports 
give of their time to the school to help improve 
Kubasaki's athletes. The Dragons rose above 
other teams at both games and Far East 
tournaments and competitions. They made 
Kubasaki High School proud. This is Sports. 



-football is a sport that requires hard work, dedication, and spirit, 
ajl of which were shown this year by the Dragon football team. They 
sh DwJdJheir improvements on the field. Many hours of intense physical 
training were put in by the entire team in order to improve their 
weaknesses and polish their strengths. The team worked together in a 
synchronization that could easily be seen by spirited fans in the bleachers. 

As reining Far East Champions, the Dragon football team had a lot to 
prove this year. They worked hard in hopes of defending their title. They 
fell short, however, losing to the Dragon's rivals- the Kadena Panthers in 
the 2014 Far East Championship. But their loss was not without victory. 
The Dragons only lost one game to the Kinnick Devils, meaning that they 
beat the Far East Champions three times prior to the championship game, 
resulting in a successful season. 

Kubasaki's football team was by far the most supported team on the 
island. With the support from the students and the athlete's families, the 
stadiums were filled with Dragon Spirit, a spirit that carried through the 
hallways of Kubasaki High School. 

nRAGOHS DRAGON!; nRAcnHS 
Isaiah Johnson 

#2 
Christian Macaluso 

#5 
Jacob Green 

#8 
DeCurtis Davis 

#11 
Winston Maxwell 

#14 
Austin Ward 

#16 
Deaven Curtis 

#17 
Lester Parker 

#24 
Carl Valmonte 

#22 

Dragons DRAGONS DRAGON!! DRAGONS nRacOHS DRAGONS 
Marcus Lee 

#25 
Treyvon Richardson Javohn Journigan 

#27 #28 
Preston Snyder 

#29 
Anthony Macaluso 

#31 
Timothy Rivers 

#34 
Sho Green 

#46 
Andrew Flemming 

#41 

'We Are A Family 

-
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1 .Winston Maxwell (#14) strives to break free 
of his opponent's grasp as he runs the ball down 
the field. 
2. Gary Turner (#50) and Joshua Davis (#60) 
go on defense to challenge the Yokota Panthers 
to get in the backfield. 
3.The Dragons sprint through the banner, ready 
to fight and take on the Yokota Panthers for their 
first home game of the season. 
4. Isaiah Johnson (#2) avoids being tackled as 
he drives for a touchdown. 
5. The Dragon family kneels as they respect an 
injured football member. By doing this, they show 
good sportsmanship and respect for the game. 
6. The Offensive line gets ready to hike the ball to 
thequarterbackto try and attemptto gain yardage 
for the win. 
7. Three defenders, Josiah Allen (#54), Caleb 
Sablan (#52), and Timothy Rivers(#34) fight 
to push through the offenders in an attempt to 
reach the opponents quarterback. 
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"I learned that I am a lot 
^ M • C f iW&k. stronger both physically and 

:x " uk"4' ^ " 1 mentally than I ever thought 
MJL ' Ai ' ' A i was. and that vour 
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1 was' and that your 
teammates more often than 
not, will h ave your back." 
-Conor Blakely 

Gary Turner 
#50 

Kyree Smith 
#51 

Caleb Sablan Josiah Allen Nicholas Pagel Conor Blakley Joshua Davis 

A nnncnue 

j "I'm proud to say that I am a 
Dragon and this season was 

^ very memorable." 
-Preston Snyder 

Conrad Hendges Christian 
#62 Fernandez #70 

Brandon Shellman Michael Gagen Johann Wright 
#74 #75 #87 

Xavier Burke Wilson Patterson 
#88 #99 



1. Kelsey Rogers (#5) prepares to 
get an ace while she constructs an 
amazing jump serve. 
2. Maiya Larry (#2) angles her 
platform to make sure the perfect 
pass is given to the setter to get the 
kill. 
3. Kaelyn Francis (#19) jumps as 
high as she can to block a ball sent 
over by the opposite team. 
4. Jordyn Guerrero (#7) sets up 
just before Kadena serves the ball 
over the net. 
5. The volleyball team shows off their 
fun personalities before boardingthe 
bus to Far East in Yokota. 
6. In a great show of defense, Liann 
Manuel (#8) squats to pass the ball 
for the setter to create an offensive 
line of attack. 
7. Kubasaki Lady Dragon, Josie 
Daffin (#14), finishes off a 
tremendous play by hitting through 
the opponent's block and scores a 
point. 

heVarsity Volleyball girlsendedtheseasonwithaninspiring 
victory, leading the team to Far East and ending with a captivating win. 
The girls took home the Far East Banner to add to an already impressive 
number of Far East championships for the Kubasaki Dragons athletic 
department. 

This season the team became a family. Although there were 
hardships, they stayed together throughout the whole season. The 
Varsity Volleyball team brought a new level of play this year and surprised 
everyone by exceeding their expectations and winning Far East. With 
help from pastvollyball players, the new Varsity Dragons learned a great 
deal of new tricks and with tons of practice the girls perfected a team 
that was unbreakable no matter what challenges they were up against. 

The Varsity girls went against undefeated teams and won most 
of their matches. With the coaches patience, the team accomplished an 
abounding amount of goals. These goals have set a new bar for the young 
players who will one day wear the proud Dragon jerseys. This season 
was not just unforgettable for the players and the coach, but also for the 
Kubasaki Dragons and their faithful fans. 
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"My coach believed in not 
only me but in each and 
every one of my teammates. 
He never gave up and always 
pushed us and put us in 
check." 
-Lianna Bourdony 

Back Row: 
Lianna Bourdony, 
Madalyn 
Trumble, Chloe 
Stevens, Josie 
Daffin, Sara 
Frazier, Kaelyn 
Francis, and 
Crystal Sieber 
Front Row: 
Liann Manuel, 
Jordyn Guerrero, 
Miranda Fino, 
Kelsey Rogers, 
and Maiya Larry 

"I learned many skills 
throughout the season. I 
learned to be confident in my 
passing, setting, and 
hitting." 
-Madalyn Trumble l r i Liann Manuel Sara Frazier Josie Daffin Chloe Stevens kaelyn Francis Lianna Bourdony 

You'iie Been served 
Dominating All the Way to the Far East 

I Tournament 

0'1 BOYS TBACIC 

' CHAMPIONS 

DIPOOtBAUL 
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Rackin Em Up 
Kubasaki Varsity Tennis Takes Their 

Skills to the Court 

he Kubasaki tennis family reached new heights during the 
2014 season. The varsity girls team excelled tremendously, doing better 
than they have in previous years while the boys team maintained their 
excellent skills. 

Coach Davis ran a top-notch team and every practice brought the 
team closer together. The players encouraged one another to do better 
in every match, win or lose, because that is what being a part of a team 
is about. Team skills were continuously taught by Coach Davis, making 
varsity tennis both supportive and successful. At the tennis meets, 
Kubasaki tennis not only faced off against rivals, such as Kadena, but 
also made friends who they continued to play matches with even after 
the season. 

Kubasaki's tennis Dragons ended the season after tiring meets and 
rigorous practices. The team has become a family that will carry on 
into the 2015 season. It will not be a surprise next year when the 
Dragons dominate on the courts, even more than they have this year. 
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1. Mary Neitzke goes for a deep 
forehand to take the lead in her 
match. 
2. The Varsity tennis team messes 
around, piling on top of Coach Davis. 
3. Senior,SarahWalter,chargesup 
for a powerful backhand. 
4. Kubasaki's Varsity Tennis boys 
greet their opponents before the 
matches begin. 
5. Sophomore, Haley Agra, pushes 
herself in hopes of winning the 
match. 
6. Senior, Mark Ebarle rushes 
across the court to get to the ball in 
time to win the match. 
7. Mary Nietzke, Allie Powers, 
Sarah Walter, and Haley Agra 
congratulate each other after a hard 
match. 

Back Row: Alec Barrett, Chris Sparks, Adam Sami, Coach Davis, Mark Ebarle, 

and Eric Heck 
Middle Row: Sara Stavale, Isabelle Hardesty, Sarah Walter, and Haley Agra 

Front Row: Allie Powers and Mary Neitzke 

Isabelle Allie Powers Sarah Walter Haley Agra 
Hardesty 

Mary Neitzke Troi 
Cavanaugh 

"Doing a lot of exercises and 
training during practice 
helped me improve my 
speed, strength, and skill 
level." 
-Troi Cavanaugh 1 An 

Mark Ebarle Alec Barrett Christopher Sparks Adam Sami Eric Heck 



Christian 
Rutledge 

Tomas Leal 

Happf f MI 
"Our Sport is Your Sport's Punishment" 

throughout the season, Coach Campbell worked with his runners 
to be the best that they could be. Rough workouts and running day after 
day left these athletes with major improvements as the season went on. 
Even through injuries, these Dragon Athletes excelled and made their 
Kubasaki studentbody proud with multiple victories. No practice went to 
waste for these athletes. Coach Campbell has a strict attendance policy 
that is required for a runner to be eligible for a Varsity Letter. The team 
not only had to go to practice though- they wanted to. The runners strived 
at practice to loose time and improve their running and support each 
other. 

Dragon Cross Country was not just a sports team-they were a family. 
Any outsiders looking in on these students would clearly see that they 
connected on multiple levels with each other. Before races, they would 
pump each other up, and after the races, they would congratulate each 
other on lost time and gained victories. As the season came to a close, 
four boys and four girls went to mainland Japan to compete in a DODDS 
meet. Kubasaki took a proud second in this race. Cross Country Dragons 
continue practicing for the next season in a running club sponsored by 
Coach Campbell. 
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1. Jonathan Johnson pushes himself to his 
highest potential as he runs up the final hill 
before the finish line. 
2. Tasher Odom settles into her pace as the 
race begins. 
3. Miles Mahlock gives his all to pass as 
many runners as possible and improve his 
time. 
4. Kubasaki runners start off the race well as 
they push past runners from OCSI. 
5. Raven Ramey and Kennady White 
battle it out on the way to the finish line. 
6. Don Cooley and Mary Clardy fight their 
way to the finish line. 
7. Tomas Leal outruns his competitors in his 
fight to improve his own time. 
8. Rachel Carson lengthens her stride and 
power as she nears the end of her race. 
9. Kennady White excels beyond her 
competitors. 
10. Zoe Jarvis excels past her competitors. 

yKimbrell, LukeEstes,Joseph Nash, Hunter 
Johnson, Savannah Sloniker, Taylor 
Miracle, Kaleb O'Brien, Miles Mahlock, 

l Wagner, Skylor Stevens 

er Young, Pablo Mesquita, Don Cooley, 
n Rutledge, Keenan Swope, Brandon Johnson, Henry 

Jr, Johanna Stravers, Emily Spots, Kennady White, 
nnah Sloniker, Matt Palibrica, Jonathan Orr, Harvey 

ilik Francis, Marty Donatus, Skylor Swope, 
le, Jonas Jimenez, Destiny Shiroma, Grace 
;y Ford, Alexander Shusko, Gavin Duenas 
tin Hyche 

Leal, Nickolas Jenkins, Sam Fugate, 
. Tasher Odom, Marissa Mesquita, Delaney 
| Zoe Jarvis, Scott Fugate, Ian Shaver, 
en Ramey 
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"Onethingl learned this season 
was that even though you don't 
achieve something the first 
time, there is no reason to give 
up and not try again." 
-Hank Snyder 

Jonas Jimenez Johnathon 
Johnson 

William Wagner 

"During this past cross 
country season, I learned to 
self-motivate myself and 

Ratchel Carson Sam Fugate 

mBASAfci; ll'^rai I 
Zoe Jarvis Marissa Mesquita Delaney McBride 

believe that i can finish the 
race strong." 
-Kennady White 155 



ubasaki athletes also include the mass of students that participate in the Junior Varsity sports program 
JV athletes are training to be Kubasaki's future star athletes. They set their sights on improving their skills, or even 
learning the rules of a new sport. Kubasaki's fall Junior Varsity teams excelled during the 2014 season. The football 
team won their first game, coming out of a not-so-successful streak. They continued to improve and build on their 
individual and team skills. Dragon JV volleyball players looked up to their Far East winning varsity team. The girls 
came together and grew into a family on and off of the court. They worked endless hours after school to improve and 
make their Kubasaki supporters proud at matches. JV tennis worked with Coach Davis to give their opponents 
competiton on the court. They learned valuable new skills that they hope to use in future seasons. The Dragon Fall 
Junior Varsity athletes proved their skills and showed major improvement by the end of the season. Supporters of all 
of the sports were proud to be representing the Dragon teams, because even with the agony of defeat, the teams kept 
their head held high and learned from them, invariably leading to the sweet smell of victory. 
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's Fall Junior Varsity Teams 

Back Row: Verle Lederer, Durius Melton, Zacf 
Rempola, Zane Frilles 
Front Row: Coach Davis. Victoria Monreal, N 

Cameron Pallazzo, Morlhlto Back Row:Coach Grubbs, Brenna O'Connell, Reaven East, Alonna Slein, Brooke Davis, Emily Mussori, Coach Col 
Middle Rowdsabela Muhic. Ashley Smith. Koltida Aquino, Somonlho Hernandez, Alexcis Oiaz, Bizobelh Zunigo-Gislor 
Front RowtLeah beboul, Simone Martinez 
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1.Daivion Barton (#82) wraps 
around his opponent to stop the 
Kadena panthers from scoring. 
2.Brooke Davis (#13) goes up 
with anticipation to spike a 
powerful ball t o gain points for 
the Kubasaki Dragons. 
3. Lester Parker (#24) dashes 
full speed downthefield in hopes 
of scoring a touchdown. (Photo 
by Jim Blankemeier) 
4. Maddie Paget whacks the 
tennis ball over the net to get her 
team on the scoreboard. 
5. The dragon tennis teams lays 
together under the sun for a 
quick shot of team bonding. 
6. The Dragon football teams 
huddles in for a celebration after 
a big win. (Photo by Jim 
Blankemeier) 
7. Alexcis Diaz (#23) rises with 
force to spike the ball right back 
to the Kadena Panthers. 
8. Emily Mussori (#28) readies 
herself to bump the ball for a 
chance to get it over the net. 
9. Austin Ward (#16) scansthe 
field looking for an open player, 
hoping to throw a touchdown 
pass. 
10.Leah Bebout (#15) serves 
the ball with power to attempt to 
get an ace off of her serve. 
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Back Row: Treyvon Richardson, Thomas Joyce, Paul Washam, Jordan Inge,son, Jayton Calyin, Shayne Campbell, MichaelHenges. ™ r 

Second Row: Chris Ness, Dai.lon Cavanaogh. Joeseph Starry, Jesus Gonzales. Micheal Gagen, Aushn Ward. Trey McKoy 
Front Row: Allen Wber, Riley Inns. Wilson Paterson, Anthony Macaluso, Christian Palmer, Christian Macaluso, Daniel Ocampo, Andre t 



"The feeling of winning Far 
East was something I'll never 
forget. Like all our hard work 

had finally paid off." 
-Miranda Fino 

Kubasaki Far East learns e 
Recognitions 

Kubasaki athletes Decutis 
Davis, Sho Green, Jacob 
Green. Winston Maxwell, 
Christian Fernandez, and 
Josiah Allen were 
selected to compete in the 
Tomadachi Bowl held in 
Atsugi, Japan. Despite 
the loss against the 
Japanese Kanto team, 
our Dragon football 
players made us proud. 

Every year, a select few athletes from each 
sport are chosen to travel to compete against 
other DODEA and international schools in 
athletic events know as Far East. Their skills 
are put to the test as they square off against 
new opponents. This year was a very 
successful year for Kubasaki's fall athletes. 
Cross country took second place, tennis came 
in fourth place, football took second place and 
volleyball took first, taking home the 2014 Far 
East banner. 

Ail-Star Football Team 

1. Delany McBride shows what the 
Dragon cross country team is made of as 
she draws closer to the finish line. 
2. Almost at the end of the race, 
Christian Rutledge pushes his limits, 
hoping for a Dragon victory. 
3. Sophomore Timothy Rivers (#34) 
attempts to block the Kadena Panther 
from scoring on the Dragon Field. 
4. Kubasaki supporter James Kimber 
captures Sara Fraizer(#12) assheflies 
sky high during warm ups. 
5. Doubles partners, Allie Powers and 
Mark Ebarle, practice as they wait for 
their match to start. 
6. The Kubasaki & Kadena Far East 
tennis teams hang together after the 
matches. 
7. Dragon volleyball players celebrate 
their victory with friends they made from 
other schools. 
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For East Cross Country- Back Row: Tomas Leal, Will Wagner, Jonas Jimenez, Christian 
Rutledge, and Jonathon Johnson 
Front Row: Delany McBride, Zoey Jarvis, Samantha Fugate, Marrissa Mesquita, and Rachel 
Carson 

Far East Tennis- Back Row: Eric Heck, Adam Sami, Mark Ebarle, and Tybrus Ascencio 
Front Row: Mary Neitzke, Sarah Walter, Haley Agra, and Allie Powers 

Far East Volleyball- Back Row: Kaelyn Francis, Josie Daffin, Lianna Bourdony, Crystal 
Sieber, Miranda Fino, Chloe Stevens, and Maiya Larry 
Front Row: Sara Frazier and Kelsey Rogers 

Far East Football- Back Row: Xavier Burke, Lester Parker, Wilson Patterson, Timothy Rivers, 
Michael Gagen, Conrad Hendges, Marcus Lee, Austin Ward, Trey Richardson, and Javohn 
Journigan 
Front Row: Kyree Smith, Isaiah Johnson, Johann Wright, Jacob Green, DeCurtis Davis, Conor -
Blakley, ScottWeber, Carl Valmonte.Deaven Curtis, Winston Maxwell, Nick Pagel, Josiah Allen, 
Sho Green, Christian Fernandez, Joshua Davis, Andrew Flemming, Caleb Sablan, Preston 
Snyder, Dayton Wagner, and Gary Turner 



he Kubasaki Dragon cheerleaders excelled throughout both 
the football and basketball seasons. Through obstacles and challenges, 
the girls pushed through to support their school. With a larger than usual 
team, the girls grew together as a family, utilizing the slogan "Ichi Dan" 
meaning "One Team" in the Okinawa dialect. 

There was a noticeable improvement in their skills from previous 
years even by the first football game. With a new leader at the helm, 
Coach Julie, and a brand new team, so much more was possible. With 
more people, more stunts could be used in a routine. The team used 
their size to their advantage, facing off against their rivals, the Kadena 
Panthers, and even the Singapore American cheerleaders that came to 
Okinawa to support their football players. The girls not only cheered at 
high school sporting events, but also at events such as an MCCS 
sponsored cheer event. They also opened for the Boys Far East 
Basketball Tournament that was hosted by Kubasaki. Athletes in 
football, boys basketball and even girls basketball were cheered on by 
these girls. Showing the Dragon spirit was their #1 goal. The Dragon 
cheerleaders of 2014-2015 left their lasting mark on the school. 

i n/acror 

Keana Aquino Symone Besl Yosmin Butler Meg Green Shelby Clardy Ja'Tavia Collier 

Ichi Dan: One Team 

•Lauren Elliott 

Holey Wishert lovie Osborne 

"My motivation throughout the 
season was to be better than 
I was the last season, and to 
make the school proud to 
have all of us as their Dragon 

mhi 
Lo'Keriya Jackson Driyanna lynch 

I 
Haley Mitchell 

nmcnr 

Alyssa Schaff Coach Julie 
"Mama Bear" 'Motivatioiv,-

1. Flyers, Shelby Clardy and Keana Aquino, 
hitch towards Kubasaki football fans at the first 
game in the 2014 season. 
2. The Dragon Basketball Season cheerleaders 
pose in front of the school as a team before their 
last Kadena vs. Kubasaki game. 
3. Dragon cheerleaders strike a fierce pose before 
the football boys run through the run-through 
banner before the game starts. 
4. Driyanna Lynch ends her halftime routine with 
a smile on her face. 
5. Tonika Smith leads the cheerleaders in a 
sideline cheer to pump up the crowd at a football 
game. 
6. Kubasaki Dragon cheerleaders hit their pyramid 
during their halftime performance. 
7. Flyer, Shelby Clardy, hits a lib to pump up the 
crowd during the Kubasaki homecoming game. 
8. Duringthewinterseason Pep Rally,flyer Shelby 
Clardy braces Jeanetsey Velasquez as she is 
thrown in the air. 



fiAGONS 

Zane Frilles 

1. Kane Kitashima goes straight to 
locking up with the Panther. He then ankle 
picks the wrestler for the take down to win 
the match. 
2. In the last seconds of the first half of the 

match, Tyler Russel tilts his opponent for 
a tech to win the match. 
3. Jonathan Orr's opponent tries to 
intimidate him but gets taken down by a 
head and arm which quickly wins the match 
in under a minute . 
4. Josaiah Allen gets behind the wrestler 
before the wrestler can grasp onto his legs. 
5. Before the matches start, the wrestlers 
lay in a circle on the mat, while the captains 
give them a peptalk. 
6. Anthony Macaluso is determined to 
turn the Kadena Panther. He puts the 
Panther in a quarter nelson to turn in to a 
pinning combination. 

although the Varsity wrestling team did not have a lot 
of returners this year, the team put in hard work to make up for 
their loss at the start of the season. The wrestling team has put 
the hammer down against Kadena High School match after 
match and the team pulled off the win with their first wrestling 
meet of the year. The wrestlers went to the Beast of the East 
tournament for the first time in a couple of years and had a 
great experience, feeling what was to come for Far East 2015. 
Although the wrestling team had a lot of new starters, they had 
all improved throughout the season with a few freshmen and 
sophomores going to Beast of the East and Far East. These 
wrestlers spent the season preparing themselves for matches 
by dieting, exercising, and sweating... A LOT! They devoted 
over eighteen hours of their time a week just to make sure 
Kubasaki stays on top with their wrestling techniques. Coaches 
guided these athletes' way to success. 
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I learned that as we 
suffered as a team we grew 
:loser as a family, pushed 
;ach other, and respected 
>ne another." 
Alexys Fernandez 

The coaches helped me to 
lot be so hesitant and to be 
:onfident in my technique." 
Joshua Figueredo 

Gavin Duenas Joshuah Figuorodo Anthony Macaluso Matthew Palabrica Kyan McCarty 
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Leaving if on 
fhe mat 
'One Pin at a Time' 
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Back Row: Gary Turner, Tyler 
Russell, Brendan Miracle, Christian 
Fernandez, Josiah Allen, Johnathan 
Orr 

Front Row: Alexys Fernandez, 
KaneKitashima.MatthewPalabrica, 
Anthony Macaluso, Kyan M cCarty, 

:rilles 



One Heart, One 
Deal, One learn 

Dragon Ball Takes All 
he Kubasaki Dragon boys basketball team worked hard at 

practice throughout the season in hopes of winning every game. The 
practice they put in helped them in all of the games they competed 
in. The Basketball team dribbled, shot, and scored their way through 
all of the_enemies that challenged them in all of their endeavors. They 
encountered many obstacles, challenges, and hardships throughout 
the season, but they worked together to push through, all the way to 
the championship. The boys basketball team practiced hard every day 
to win the games, do their best, and get to Far East. The team always 
kept their heads up and came out as champions in the end despite all 
of the challenges that appeared along the way. The coaches drove 
their team to do their very best as a team and their everlasting passion 
showed through their actions with each and every moment on the 
court. They accomplished what has become a staple of these Dragons, 
working together and playing their hardest all they way to the 
championship game. As has become a tradition at Kubasaki, they 
brought home the Far East banner, a testament to just how great these 
awesome Dragons are. 

1. Jacob Green (#2) dribbles down court with 
intensity to score points for the Dragons. 
2. Matt Ashley (#33) throws himself upward 
with forceful momentum in order to sike out a 
Taipei player. 
3. The Dragons dog pile on top of each other 
celebrating their championship game win. 
4. Senior, Nick Ashley (#1) attempts to push 
through a Kadena player and make a layup shot. 
5. Dragon player, Imani Washington uses force 
to push through to the net and make a basket. 
6. Eiji Graves plans out his route to the basket 
as he dribbles the ball at the 3-point line. 
7. Jahron Mitchell (#24) shoots a 2-pointer 
before the Kadena Panthers could blockhisshot. 
8 Junior, SkylorStevens goesupfora powerful 
layup and puts the Kubi Dragons in the lead. 
9. The Dragons work together at passing and 
blocking in order to make the perfect shot. 
10. Isaiah Johnson fiercely dribbles the ball 
downcourt determined to add points for the 
Dragons. 

alent win 
amwork a 
ns champi 
iii Graves 



his season, the Varsity Girls Basketball played their hardest 
and showed tremendous teamwork. Throughout the season, the 
Kubasaki Dragons improved dramatically in all aspects of their game. 
The girls practiced more and defended till the end and although they 
lost a couple of games, the team kept their spirits high and played their 
hardest. Far East was an exciting experience for the Kubasaki Dragons. 
This year they played against teams such as the Kadena Panthers, the 
Taipei Tigers, the Crusaders, the Zion Lions, and more. During Far East, 
they put up a fierce fight and although they placed fourth, they learned 
valuable lessons. They learned how to work together in tough conditions 
and became closer as a team. They gained more skills as well. Playing 
in Far East helped the team improve on their offensive and defensive 
skills. The parents of these great players greeted them with cheer and 
applause when they returned home from Far East and although they did 
not win it all, they won in our book. The girl's were supported not only 
by the student body, but by the boys basketball team as well. The two 
teams supported each other at games, cheering each other to victory. 

d Togefhe 
e Shine Together 

Josie Daffin Mercedez Abadia 
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1. Pushing back heropponent, Jessica Ramirez 
plays her heart out on the court to get the Lady 
Dragons to top. 
2. Jumping for the shotChloe Stevens fights 
through the Taipei Tigers to score and win the 
game for Kubasaki. 
3. Goingforthe hoopTatianna Pittman dribbles 
past a Taipei Tiger to get to the net. 
4. Elle San Juan and Leigh Trumble work 
together to wrestle the ball away from the 
opposing team. 
5. The Kadena Panthers try to defend their side 
of the court to keep Shantrell Burke from making 
an extra point. 
6. Leigh Trumble prepares to pass the ball to her 
teammate in order to keep the ball in Dragon 
possession. 
7. Kennady White looks for her teammates as 
a Kadena Panther prepares to steal the ball. 
8. Elle San Juan jumps above the Panther to 
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"You will only achieve your 
goals if you work hard and 
pay attention to detail." 
-Elle San Juan 

Shantrell Burke Taityana Pittman 

Allie Powers 
#12 

Jessica Ramirez 
#23 

Krista Scott 
#10 

Chloe Stevens 
#13 

Taylor Trumble 
#3 

Kennady White 
#14 

"I learned that even if you're 
a part of a team made of 
many personalities, if you 
put your differences aside 
you can achieve great 
things." 
-Allie Powers 167 



1. Maame Mensah (#14) 
waitsas shepreparestopass 
the ball to one of her 
teammates. 
2. Hannah Deakshows her 
spirit as she cheers 
alongside herteam in hopes 
of pumping up the boy's 
basketball game. 
3. TaylorCody doe 
and arm on the opf 
team. 
4. Moving pastthe defe 
Elonzo Higginson (#' 
dribbles to the hoop. 
5. The JV cheerleading girls 
hit their ending pyramid 
during the fall pep rally. 
6. Trying to tilt the Kadena 

Win 

Teams Dribble, 
r Junior Varsity Teams 

Panther,ScottFugate holds j 
on to his opponent. 
7. Briana McRae watches 
as her shot swishes through 
the hoop at the girl's Zion 
game. 
8. The cheerleaders hit their 
stunts and cheer for their v 
football boys. 
9. Gavin Duenasgrabsthe 
other arm of the Kadena 
rival, eventually pinning him 
down. 
10. Tenaj Taylor prepares 
to pass the ball. 
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Back Row: Jazmine Steele. Brittany Shellman, Noelle Tolliver 

Middle Row: Kristen Salazar, Yaminah Neal.Celia Charles 

w: Haley Wishert, Alyssa Schaff, Graciella Lind, Sydney Medina 

roinMijji D I,- :l Fema|Kter. Brendan Miracle. Jesus Gallardo. Joshua 
IM"~ ,, w;JlJyl>" Gu™a". Savin Duenas, Gary Turner, Anlhony Macaluso, Richard Bland. Chrlslian F 
WmmSt' C Sl Kyan MaBraty, Kavan Mulvey. Sam Fugate Front Row: DominickShortridge, Ai 
Kane Kitashima, tosiah Allen. Nick Paget Man Palabrica, Zane Frilles 

he winter JV teams of Kubasaki High School consists of Cheerleading, Wrestling, Boys Basketball, and Girls 
Basketball. These four amazing teams work hard during practices and conditioning to do their best on the field, court, or 
mat. With help from coaches like Coach Malik, Coach Julie, Coach Washington, and Coach Herndon, they did their best 
on and off of their game places. The coaches helped the teams work hard to be the most successful athletes they could 
possibly be. Although they might not have won all the games, they played their hearts out. During the Winter season, the 
cheer team worked endlessly on their backflips and high spirits, aspiring to come back next year even more prepared to 
make the Varsity team. Meanwhile, on the boys basketball team, the Kubasaki Dragons worked on their layups and 
footwork, hoping to come back next year, better than ever before. The girls basketball team will work on their shots and 
teamwork to improve for next year, as well, while the wrestling team will bulk up for next season and run. These athletes 
names might not be familar to most this season, but will surely be known by next. 
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|| Back Row: Jordan Harris, Treyvon Richardson, Jayden Goodrich, Xavier Cannouche, Brandon 
Johnson 

Front row: Tyrek Similien, Tenaj Taylor, Andre Pittman, Jonathan Palmer, Jaylon Melton. Elonzo 
El Higginson, Decurtis Davis. 

Back Row. Ariana Eisenberg, Troi Cavanaugh,1 

Mensah 
Front Row: Jasmine Steele, Casey McCarty, £ 



°EA PACIFIC 

BASKETBALL 

far East Teams £> 
Achieuemenfs 

easts of the 
For the winter season, the boys and girls basketball teams 
and the wrestling team headed to Far East with nothing 
but high expectations on their minds. The boys basketball 
team had reclaimed their Championship title with the 
entire gym filled with Dragon supporters, the girls placed 
4th, and the wrestling team brought home two champions 
and others who placed in their weight classes. Way to go 
Dragons! 

Far East Cheer- Back Row: Symone Best, Lauren Elliott, Ja'Tavia 
Callier Middle Row: Shelby Clardy, Lovie Osborn, Mya Esskuchen 
Front Row: Alicia Ramos, Kailani Cornick, Mikayla Cornish 
Far East Boys Basketball- Back Row: Nick Ashley, Mai 
Ashley, Jahron Mitchell, DeCurtis Davis, Isaiah Johnson, Imar 
Washington, Skylor Stevens Middle Row: Jacob Green, Da 
Burke Front Row: Eiji Graves, Jarred Eiusevio 

Far East Wrestling- Back row: Gary Turner, Tyler Russi 
Brenden Miracle, Christian Fernandez, Josiah Allen, Jonathan ( 

Front row: Alexys Fernandez, Kane Kitashima, Matt Pale 
Anthony Macaluso, Kyan MCcarty, Zane Frilles 

: ' • '• • .'-o a 
Far East Girls Basketball- Back Row: Mercedez Abadia, I 
Trumble, Chloe Stevens, Josie Daffin, Kennedy White Front Row: 
Shae Burke, Jessica Ramirez, Tatianna Pittman, Elle San Juan 

"Far East this year was fun 
and such a great 

experience. We had a good 
time playing other teams, 

and we won!" 
-Skylor Stevens 
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\lith two players d efending 
um, Nicholas Ashley (#1) 

<es a layup. 
The crowd goes crazy as 

Aatthew Ashley (#33) jumps 
:orthe open shot, making it, and 
putting Kubasaki in the lead. 
3. Kubasaki cheerleaders pose 
with their NCA buddy Cassie. 
4. Taityana Pittman(#4) 

ibles the ball across the 
rt to make a basket for her 

>r Stevens (#12), a 
|Kadena transfer, dribbles the 

all, keeping it away from the 
Dpposingteam. 

|6. All nine of Kubasaki's 
cheerleaders pose with their All-
.merican nominations after a 

|iongday of work. 
Players Mercedez Abadia 

I and Kennady White 
14) box out to get a rebound. 



he Dragon Varsity boys soccer team was put together by 
Coach Malik. Throughout the season, the boys persevered and worked 
together. A team that was full of newcomers grew to look as though they 
had been working together for years. The team took trips to both Korea 
and Tokyo to play against new teams. They also went to Kadena High 
School for a week to compete in the D1 Boys Far East Soccer competition. 
Dragon soccer players displayed tremendous skills on the field and fans 
from the Kubasaki student body cheered the boys to multiple victories. 
Even through injuries slowed down the team some, players continued 
their passionate playing. Teams such as OCSI, Kadena, Daegu, and 
others were no match for the Kubasaki Dragons. Even through rough 
times, when it seemed as though the boys' talent was not enough, they 
stuck together and came out strong. Coach Malik kept the boys together 
and supported them through thick and thin. His coaching, and the boys' 
skills, ultimately led them to numerous victories throughout the season. 

KUBASAKI 

Matthew 
Lemasters 

Richard Nicholas 

Heading'' To Hie 
Top 

Crushing Others' Goals 

1. Miles Mahlock speeds past a player from the 
opposirigteam at the boys' first game against OCSI. 
2. Ilijah Washington gets ready to pass the ball 
to a teammate. 
3. Iseiah Washington keeps the ball in his control 
while making his way towards the goal. 
4. Hannibal Pharathikoune heads the ball, 
getting it back into the Dragon possession. 
5. Nick Ashley eyes his teammates before 
throwing the ball back into play. 
6. Imani Washington races to get the ball when 
an opposing team member comes up from behind 
him. 
7. Kubasaki Varsity Soccer gathers in a huddle and 
listens to Coach Malik after their victory against 
OCSI. 
8. Luke Estes kicks the ball to his teammate. 
9. William Wagner fends off an opposing player 
in hopes of getting the ball to the goal. 
10. Matthew Lemaster steals the ball from the 
opposing OCSI player. 
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CONSTRUCTIVE 

CRITICISM 

"I never sugarcoat my 
performance, no matter how 
well I played. Constructive 
criticism helps so much." 
-Branden Peters 
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Preston Branden Hannibal 
Snvder Peters Pharathikoune 
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his years soccer tryouts proved to be a great success. The 
teams were picked within three days of tryouts and the coaches were 
ready to play. After only a couple of weeks of practice, they played their 
hearts out at their first game against Maehara Nahanishi. With a win at 
their feet, the varsity girls were ready for more to come. With each match 
the girls were more eager to play the other teams. Trying to balance the 
challenges of both school and soccer, the girls worked hard to accomplish 
all of the work needed. During the games, the girls obtained many 
injuries, but pulled through with support from their teammates. Injuries 
didn't stop the girls from practicing. They showed up to each practice 
and participated in all of the activites, including exhaustive running called 
suicides and the long run to Lester. 

The girls became a family this season and enjoyed each other's 
company on the bus rides to each game. With the warm soccer days 
coming to an end, the girls still practiced like the beginning of the season. 
Their love for soccer is hard to explain. Starting out the season as 
individuals, the girls worked incredibly hard to become a team. 

Tasher Odom Margarita Ayala 

"This s 
seasoi 
to give 
these 
soccei 
school 
-Charlf 
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Playing offense, Peyton Lewis (#16) 
its the ball back from the other team to 
loot a goal. 
. Getting the best angle for the cross, 
elsey Spangenberber (#1) shows 
"termination with a powerfull kick. 

3. Playing offense Marrisa Mesquita 
(#10) gets the ball away from the 
opposing team. 
4. Waiting for the open man, Madalyn 
Trumble (#5) gets ready for a throw-in. 

Alianna Rentas (#14) kicks the ball 
up the sideline to an open player who 
takes the ball to the goal, scoring for the 
Dragons. 
6. Ami Eldrige (#12) jukes past the 
Diplomats soccer player with one swift 
move. 
7. Harleigh Lewis (#23) comes out of 
the box for the best possible kick. 
8. After the first half of the game the girls 
get in a huddleto start off the second half. 
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to make the tean 
-Elizabeth Zuniga 

Alianna Renfas Chloe Stevens Ami Eldridge Reiko Lemasters Alexis Townsend Madalyn Trumble Elizabeth Zuniga 



Isabella 
Munoz 

Destiny 
Velarde 

Marissa 
Roberts 

Our Blood, our 
sweat, Your fears I 

j]"All You've Got, All Day Long" 
he Kubasaki girls' Softball team takes a hit into the season 

with determination on their minds. With gloves on their hand and 
bats in the dugout, these girls came to play a season that they will 
never forget. Using the concept of synergy, the girls come together 
to work as a team to reach their full potential as one. With the 
coaches pushing the team at practice to play the best that they could, 
the girls go into the games ready to play and give it their all, knowing 
that the coaches will help them through it. 

The captains push them to do their best and the whole team 
strives for greatness. The managers help prepare the team before 
practices and games, bringing equipment and utilities while the 
team gets ready. The team has created a bond that no other team 
has had before. They work on how to have trust in each other and 
to never let one another down. They connect on and off the field 
and the girls have gained trust in each other. As the season comes 
to an end, the girls prepare for a challenging experience at Far East, 
ready to put all their hard work into playing and knowing the blood, 
sweat, and tears were worth it all. 
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Chrisel Belin Julie Mathis Mercedez 
Abadia 

Reaven East Raquandra 
Johnson 

1. Breanna Erland sets her eye while she waits for 
jthe pitcher to pitch the ball. 
2. Coach Davis pep talks Isabella Munoz before she 
goes up to bat. 
3. Catcher, Mercedez Abadia, jumps up to retrieve 
the ball so the opposing team can not steal bases. 
|4. Destiny Velarde fields a ground ball and throws the 
Kadena player out at first. 
5. Alysa Ruiz gets a Kadena runner out at third, 
marking the start of a new inning. 
6. Varsity softball players pump each other up before 
their game. 
7. Senior, Allie Powers, winds up her pitch in hopes 
of striking the Kadena batter out, p8"™™ 
8. Pitcher, Reaven East, gets a runner out at home. 
9. Chrisel Belin makes good contact with the ball, 
making it fly out over the outfielders' f ™ 
10. Jessica Ramirez throws the 
getting out a runner. 
11. Dragon players get hyped up 
inning. 

"I learned that in order to 
play at my fullest capability, 
I must believe in myself." 
-Reaven East 

Allie Powers Jessica 
Ramirez 

Alysa Ruiz Taylor Leigh 
Trumble 

Breanna 
Erland 



he 2015 season started off with a brand new team, and the 
varsity baseball team showed tremendous improvement from the start. 
The team strived to get better and better, and improvement was shown 
at every game. Each player had great dedication and motivation and 
this bolstered the team's performance. The commitment in every 
player brought out the best of the them. 
Pushing each other to be better, the team showed great sportsmanship 
at practice and at the games. With their hard work, they came out of 
the season with some great wins. The extra practice and extra time 
they put into this season payed off well. The team as a whole hit the 
ball hard and put it into play. They also ran the bases hard trying to 
advance on the field as best as they could to score. 
The team not only bonded on the field, but off of the field as well and 
those bonds were the key to working together and success. It was also 
the key to making routine plays. By the end of the season, after 
spending a few months with each other, they weren't just a team, they 
were a family. These boys look forward to playing together next season 
and building upon this season's success. 

mm 4k 

Hen Batter, Baiter 
swing 

The Boys Bring it All Tn e Way Home 

INSPIRATION 

1. Kristian Palmer winds up for a pitch 
looking to strike out his opponent. 
2. Will Temple takes his lead as the pitcher 
gets into his windup and then steals home. 
3. Hunter Chipman tries to get someone 
out by throwing the ball as hard as he can. 
4. Hunter Hankins slides onto second 
base in hopes to makeitthere before the ball. 
5. Jacob Kirkman holds out his glove to 
catch the ball being pitched. 
6. The team huddles around to pump each 
other up for their next game. 
7. Collin Champion waits for just the right 
time to smash the ball as far as he can. 
8. PJ Washam throws the ball in hopes of 
striking the batter out. 
9. Mark Ebarle pitches the ball with all of 
his power. 
10. The new baseball team stands for a 

icture showcasing their team. 

"I learned the importance of 
teamwork and friendship. A 
team should be like a family 
and if you never have that bond 
with your teammates, you will 
never be successful." 
-Hunter Chipman 

Alex Eisenberg Riley Inns Hunter Chipman Kristian Palmer Peyton Powers Hunter Hankins Jacob Kirkman will Temple 

Collin Champion Harrison Williams Jon Palmer Paul Washam Decurtis Davis 



he 2015 Kubasaki Golf team had a great year. Golf may look 
easy with just hitting the golf ball with a club. But the golf team is learning 
that it takes skill and practice to hit the ball accurately. With most of the 
seniors gone, the Dragons are 80% beginners this year. It is pretty hard 
without having experienced team members helping them out and 
teaching them little tricks to get them going through their first year. The 
golf team is making a new beginning this year. The golf team is doing 
their best and are learning more about the sport with every swing and 
every hole played. Although they are mostly new players, the Dragons 
put up a great fight against thier opponents.The Dragons win matches 
against the Panthers and they have no intention of ever stopping. These 
Kubasaki athletes keep showing the them what Kubasaki sports players 
are made of. 
" I have always thought of golf as the best of games- the most interesting, 
the most demanding and the most rewarding. I cannot begin to express 
the gratification I have always felt in being a part of a game with such 
a wonderful flavor and spirit, a game which has produced such superb 
champions and attractive personalities." -Coach Driggs 

«Jfl ASM. 

John Nguyen Taylor Hartman Kane Kitashima Carl Valmonte 

DESIRE 

BSAFETY 

1. Keeping an eye on the golf ball, Eric Heck 
pulls the driver back to get the perfect hit. 
2. Getting ready to pull back for a small putt, 
Brianna Borja concentrates hard on the ball. 
3. Carl Valmonte prepares for a chip shot. 
4. The girls line up to practice putting together 
before thier match. 
5. John Nguyen lines up his shot to make a 
10-foot-long putt. 
6. Kane Kitashima tries to hit the ball out of 
the dirt during his match. 
7. Before Khrystyna Trotter putts the ball 
into the next hole, she takes one more good 
look at it. 
8. Kalyn Albers concentrates to lines up her 
putt for the hole. 
9. Putting the ball, Don Cooley watches as 
the golf ball rolls towards the hole. 
10. Mr. Driggs helps Kylie Tefft, a beginner 
golfer, with lining up her putt. 
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Kylie Tefft Lauren Ulrich Brianna Borja Michael,Nicole Kaylin Albers Khrystyna Trotter 

"I learned that safety always 
goes first." 
-Carl Valmonte 

i o 



1st Row: Michael Johnson, Savannah Sloniker, Joseph Starzy,ZoeyJarvis, 
Jonathon Johnson, Erin Bugler, Kaelyn Francis, Jordyn Guerrero, Keith 
McKaney, Janae McKaney, Tenaj Taylor, Jay Morales 
2nd Row: Chris Holmes, Lokeriya Jackson, Jonas Jimenez, Johann Wright, 
Krista Scott, Arionna Lynch, Winston Maxwell, Samantha Fugate, Alanna 
Stein, Javohn Journigan, Matthew Ashley 
3rd Row: Delaney McBride, Trey McCoy, Briana Smith, Taylor Mitchel, 
Ratchel Carson,Dylan Galbraith, Jacob Green, Kristen Salazar, Kahlil 
Pickney, Bria Ellis, Iseiah Johnson, S ophie Stebbins, Randii Cavanough, 
Elyanna Smith, Javonte Ellis 
4th Row: Jared Fernandez, Lester Parker,Mahlik Francis , Alecia Fuller, 
Autumn Mullins, Branden Wright, Zacery Kiser, Kyle Kiser, Daivion Barton, 
Scott Fugate, Chrissy Holmes, Mayson Pribbernow, Brandon Lynn, Miriam 
Robinson 
5th Row: Deaven Curtis, Gobi Provost, Jabrea Johnson, M acKenzie i 
Painter, Meg Green, Ashley Pursell, Daniel Acevedo, Mindy Washam, 
i Crawford, Danton Robinson, Chris Elliott, Bryan Hudson, Isabelle 

6th Row: Hunter Ford, Josiah Allen, Alexis Fernandez, Adam Bodwell, 
Jared Jockson, Hannah Deak, Moeko Zimmerman, Alex Young, Brandon 
Johnson, Connor McBride, Raven Ramey 

n Dag in our Shoes 
Go Hard or Go Home 

his year's track team strived for greatness in all that they did. 
Practicing under Okinawa's harsh sun or even in rainy conditions 
proved to be an obstacle. However, the student athletes pushed 
through. Tough coaching led to success as Kubasaki excelled in Quad 
meets against Kadena High School, OCS1, and Zion Christian 
Academy. Sprinters pushed their way through dashes, and distance 
runners paced their way to success. Jumpers and throwers proved 
what Dragons were really made of. The success of this team was 
noticable at meets. Many personal bests were achieved week after 
week. When a Dragon got down, others on the team pumped them 
up, creating an exciting environment while students waited for their 
event. Internal rivals for each event strived as well as rivals against 
athletes at other schools. This only made the Dragon athletes work 
harder at both practices and meets. Distance track began to grow into 
a family as well as relay teams. Running and spending time with their 
teammates helped develop friendships that will likely last after the 
season comes to an end. The 2015 Dragon Track Tearn will be looked 
up to for years to come at Kubasaki. 

'DETERMINATION 

SELF 

(MOTIVATION 

'•1 
v • •• 

1. Johann Wright pushes himself in the last couple of 
meters of his race. 
2. Jonas Jiminez competes against a runner from OCSI, 
striving to get to the finish line before him. 
3. Pushing himself hard, Mahiik Francis dashes toward 
the next runner to pass on the baton. 
4. Taking a huge leap, Alanna Stein makes it over the 
bar and completes the high jump. 
5. Running the two mile in just under 1 3 minutes, Zoe 
Jarvis comes in the top 3 for girls. 
6. Krista Scott gets massive air in the long jump. 
7. Taityana Pittman and Kaelyn Francis take a dash 
to the finish line. 
8. Joell Simmons shows off her skills whilst running and 
jumping over the high hurdles. 
9. Randii Cavanaugh throws a disk for her best distance. 
10. Jordyn Guerrero sprints to pass the other teams. 
11. Mindy Washam sprints to the finish line, trying to 
beat her competitors. 
12. Deaven Curtis sprints past an OCSI player, 
pushing himself to the finish line. 

" 

i 

"I learned to push myself 
past my limits." 
•Mary Clardy 



- • - HHK 
eeping the pride going for the school, the JV teams show great potential with their skills. With many promising 

younger athletes preparing for their time on the varsity squads, the teams take the field or plate to show the other teams 
their JV pride. This season may not have been the greatest for the JV girls soccer team, but every game the girls came 
out with a great attitude and tried their best. The JV boys soccer team showed us that it is possible to reach for the top 
and reach your greatest potential. The JV boys won all of their games this season. The JV girls softball team practiced 
and played to their best ability. They grew together as not only a team but as a family. With lightning speed pitches and 
laser sharp passes, the JV teams practiced hard and won many games on our own and opponents' fields. The coaches 
trained them to progress to a varsity team in their upcoming year at Kubasaki. 
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Nicholas Jenkins 

Waiting to swing, Alexus 
liver watches a pitch. 
Takingacuttotheline, Robert 
riffith looks down at the ball to 
ake sure its a clean cut. 
Talea Wilcox turns her body 
powerfully boot the ball up the 

;ld to the open man down the 

Spring JV Bats, Bunts, and Boots Their Way to Victory 

Taking the ball away from the 
lerteam, Joshua Swen turns 
pass the ball to an open player. 
In hopes of striking out the 
ponent, Leah Bebout uses 
ce to pitch the ball. 
fChristian Macaluso receives 
I bail and gets readyto pass to 
other player who is closer to 
3 goal. 
Brenna O'connel rushes to 

e ball after defense player, 
liley Zweigle-Hays, passes 
e ball to her. 

Being aggressive and 
itermined, Jeanne Laxa 
ishes off the bag, ready to take 

Taking the ball b ack from the 
Dosing team, Brooke Davis 
bks her foot out to make sure 

opposing team doesn't kick 

Morcela Marqoez, Jasmine Roberts, Krishafoye Rosete, and Leah Beb( 

k 

Hannah Wllherow, Emily Mussori, Celina Gonzales, Celia Charles, Jeanne Laxa, Alyssa Webber, Samonlha Fay, Charmise Key Frront Row: 



Leandro Solidum Alana S 
Varsity Tr 

PICTURED 
my.Hemandez (JV Volleyball), I 
jMfeigjasefetl), JoQa^J 

Ramey (JV XC)xTybms Ascencio (Varsj# 
z (Varsity Track), Eric Heck (Varsity^olf) 

Isabella Munflx - Sa mantha Foy 
^"Varsity Softball JV Softball Varsity-Soccer 

.ennady White is 
dworking, smart, fast, 

strong, and always 
improving her technical 

- Coach Chris Eastman 

JESUS GALLARDO 
"He was pleasantly surprised that he 
liked to wrestle. He began the season 
weighing 264 pounds and ended the 
season at 229. He changed his diet 
and our rigorous practices have 
turned Jesus into a much better 
athlete. Jesus is continuing his new 
regime by working out at the gym and 
is staying active!" - Coach Geist 

mm recruited Gavin Duenas for 
wrestling this year. He found 
he had a great passion for the 
sport and worked extremely 
hard to refine his skills. He 
placed 4th at Far East, which 
is rare for a 1st year wrestler. 
Great job, Gavin!" 

Coach Geist 

Mercedez came to the 
basketball tryouts with no 
experience on the court. 
Through the season she 
dedicated herself to listeningto 
her coaches, following 
directions, working hard, and 
learning the game of 
basketball. 
-Coach Hernan 

CELIA CHARLES 
"As a freshman, CC h as incredible 
drive to improve. She is always asking 
how she can improve her individual 
skills or how to help her team. She 
will surely make an impact on the 
Kubasaki cheer program in the years 
to come." -Coach Julie 

mm "Jahron Mitchell started the year sharing 
time between the JV and Varsity teams. #24 
solidified his position on the Varsity by out
working his competitors, specifically on 
defense. Jahron became a vital component 
in the starting line-up for the Far East 
Champions." -Coach Jon Fick 

"He is a 4-year player in the 
program. Started as a little 
boy and finished off as a 
man." - Coach Toor 

• 

l dm My Team's Most improu 

"Kobe demonstrates a commitment to 
get better every day, gives 100% effort, 
and is dedicated to learn and play 
multiple positions." - Coach Washington 

"She has started from 
square one and is now a 
primary player." 
- Coach Engel 

sophomore as a JV playe r 
moving up to Varsity at the end of 
the season, to earning the start at 
QB in the spring and fall of 2014, 
DeCurtis went from a JV player to 
leading the Pacific in Total 
Offense and leading his team to 
The Far East Championship 
game, in only one season. 

"He showed great 
development asa playerthis 
year. Conrad's leadership, 
understanding of team 
values, willingness to learn, 
and positive attitude were 
greatly appreciated by the 
coaches and the other 
players on his team." 
- Coach Bales 



1. Carson Hudson rides the waves while wakeboarding. 
2. Senior, Mary Clardy, gets up while wakeboarding. 
3. Tristan Puckett wins by knockout at his MMA fight. 
4. Ajai McGough performs ballet with her dance team. 
5. Mariah Esskuchen performs with her dance team, T-
Da. 
6. Simon Camina transitions from his Shiko-Dachi to 
begin his Karate performance. 
7. Rachel Carson pushes herself to the end of her 
butterfly heat. 
8. Tristin Young prepares for his Lacrosse game. 
9. Hannah Deak pops up after catching a gnarly wave 
off the coast of Okinawa. 
10. Elonzo Higginson performs alongside Mariah 
Esscuchen at Futenma Fest. 
11. Sophomore, Paige Krebbs, continues her relay for 
the Dolphin Swim Team. 

intramural 



Matthew, You are the greatest gift of god to us, you truly deserve the success! 
You are now in the halfway. May your 
graduation from school be the 
beginning of a bright future. You will 
make mistakes and be wounded many 
times in your life. Don't give in. It's just H| ;JF ^ y-
an experience. We wish you to find y \| 
your own star and reach for it. You are • ^ jb|-- ^TjC-
awesome! May your graduation be the 1 JSpP 
beginning of a future filled with success j JseSSt m 

and happiness. m m 

We are very proud of you! r -JJ 1 ; 
L°ve, I jjJ 
Mom and Dad 



'You are a smart beautiful young lady of from tfie 
moment you decided to enter this world you Have 
done things on your lime, We couldn't he more 
proud of the person you have become. We hnow 
that you -willsucceed in life and that you will find 
what males you happy. 
[Congralulationss Welcome to Jldulthood! 

Vanessa you are myfirst grandchild of, 
/ am v ery proud of you since you came in 
to this world. 1 know that you are 
a smart child e£ will he successful in life. 
I hoe you very much... 

Always, grandma 'Del 

Super proud of you, 
:'NessaI 

'Dream hig never settle 
for anything less than 
perfect! You did it! 
Congratulations this is 
•where your journey in life 
truly begins. 

I hoe you always, 
Auntie 

Vanessa, you are the oldest out of your 
cousins. 'You are thefrsl to graduate the 
frsl to go to college. Yhankyou for setting 
an examplefor your cousins tofolhw. I am 
proud ofyou. Sorry i can't he there to watch 
your graduation hut I prom ise you I willhe 
therefor the next one. Cove you, 'Uncle Sr. 

Jo Oust J$a6y Qvd; «. *1* 

Ifouue gxown uita a fteautifuC, sincvd, and amazing young woman. \ 

Cllwaif s xememhex we Cane yea. 

Stxioe fiaxd in Clfe and 3 know you wiiC overcame any challenge that wi£L come yowi way. 

* % * » % 
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"V; Cove 'You J4[ways *£ forever. C***y 



There is just one life for each of us 
Congratulations and good luck! 

Love, 
Dad, Mom, and Connor 

You ore a blessing in our life and we are so 
proud of you. Just remember you have every 
characteristic necessary for success- just 

Love you always, 
Mom and Dad 

iragons 

YOU ARE AN AMAZING YOUNG MAN WITH A 
GREAT FUTURE AHEAD. CONGRATULATIONS AND 

NVR VJ6 GET. WE r U 2 oo 
( N E V E R E O R G ET, W E LO V E YO U TO INFINITY!) 

- M O M  A N D  DA D  



What happaned? When did you stop being 12? 1 
feel so honored to have been blessed with being 
your mother. You made it so easy. 1 look forward to 
being there whenever you need me for all the new 
adventures you will take on. I lo ve you more than 
I could possibly explain. Who's the best? 

Time has truly flown by. You are about to graduate 
and do great in life. You have been a blessing to me 
since you were born. Daddy will always be here 
for you whenever. Go eat up the world babygirl!!! 
Now Nom Nom 

Mtwy L  io -yd  OUirdAj  
U)e are proud of all you have accomplished 

and who you have become. 
UJe love you, Mom and Dad 

; 1 
j / . U U K ]  h T j O r v J  

pjjfl 
r" F Vr'?f «.Vr 

p?|\ GivOTHp&KENt' AFTOMte 
SRfl . 

Cfou have grown into an amazing, extraordinary, resilient young lady. Qfou have taken your life's experi
ences and turned them into stepping stones of your journey. Qfou are smart beyond your years and apply 
your knowledge in a way that others could only dream about. GdPhen you walk into a room, you brighten 

even the darkest of times-, your smile 
and happiness are contagiousl 
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Pe^i- Jaylyn, 11 *9P 
We are so very proud of 
you. You are an amazing 
daughter and sister. 
Mom, Pad, Joseph, Karissa, Rozalita 
Cruz, and Jack ^ 

- Love you Always! y . V 



rratufations to our efdest son 

TrtmMiWtiTfflfnh tern dtsi* ggSS) 
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Jo oat fu.tu.le. hubinebb e/ii 

$at beautiful, bm.att,and^ 

daugktet. Jtgitlwĵ R̂ 



^ dsonyrfctullotions son! 
We (Kre. v'e-rvj jyrouc[ of 

you. JAtMj CfO([ £ >£e55 TjOU 
tj AtW(\-u5 .Direct 
$ r*tA, ig 

fti Wit/v ipVe, ^ 
your family. *» 
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Dear /Karov\, 
Congratulations! 
We are so excited 
for tWis dag. You 
made it and we 
are ALL proud. 

ILove, Dad, Kerry 
and Brenden 

Aarron O- Cuny 

us back 

us forward is our dreams. Con 
tinue to dreaMbJgAvortje. Th< 
best is yet to COllie. We are so 

^iK^moluiofyoul 
c~\ /—y tL°vc> Mom, Dad, 

i. J Wartgan, Levar, & Ny'Asia 

i WE ARE SO PROUD OF THE YOUNG MAN YOU HAVE BECOME , 
U YOU ARE A DREAMER AND A BELIEVER: 
ALWAYS PUT GOD FIRST AND YOU WILL BE SURE TO FIND SUCCESS! GIG 'EM AGGIES! 

LOVE, 
MOM AND DAD 
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Dear Mark, 

I am so proud of you! 

-Keep the faith, fee/? believing, 

fee/? trusting-

Love you, 
Mom B 

When you were 
18 montlts old, 

I we greeted each. 
I other skeptically,jj 
I looked each 
I other in the eye ^ 
I Sc decided this < 
I was good! You* 
I are amazingly 
I you, & 
I wonderfully 
1 ours my 
| daughter. 

I love you, 
Chris 

WE L OVE YOU 
SO MUCH. 

ALOFA ATU. 
LOVE MOM. 

DAD, 
MIRANDA, AND 
YOUR SAMOAN 

AUNTS 
UNCLES, AND 

COUSINS 
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Snyder, Preston 21, 26, 28, 35, 
38, 39, 40, 55,115, 145,148, 
149, 172, 173 
Soderlund, Anastasia 11, 35, 92, 
103 
Solidum, Leandro 27, 92, 145, 
172, 186 
Sorndok, Jiraporn 28, 115 
Spady, Jack 126 
Spain, Julian 141 
Spangenberger, Kelsey 27, 115, 
174, 175 
Sparks, Christopher 33, 34, 115, 
152, 153 

Tarey, Cathy 137 
Tawes, Alexis 28 
Tawes, Haley 28 
Taylor, Avonje 7, 9, 10, 
103, 204 
Taylor, Cody 38, 116, 168 
Taylor, Tenaj 137, 169, 182 
Tefft, Kylie 39,111,116,181 
Temple, William 129, 135, 137, 
178, 179 

Vasquez, Gabriel 49, 50, 126 
Velazquez, Jeanetsey 10, 29, 118, 11 
126, 148,149, 160, 161, 168 
Vescovi, Alexus 54, 116, 144 
Vickers, Sahrena 9, 17, 137,169 

.93, Victorino, Mark 116 
Vivas, Chiyori 93, 103, 178 

White, Nigel 26, 116 
9, White, Shermond 138, 157 

Whitecrane, Kana 116, 178 
Whyde, Thomas 138 
Wilcox, Talea 10, 16, 28, 59, 116, 184 
Wilkins, Josaiah 10, 126 
Williams, Harrison 38, 129, 138, 144, 
145, 157,178,179 
Williams, Jakob 26, 27, 126, 144 
Williams, Rebecca 48, 54, 60, 61, 95, 99 
Williamson, Cullen 49, 138, 157 
Wishert, Haley 9, 119,138, 161, 168, 

Terry, Samuel 18, 24, 129, 138, Wagner, Dayton 7, 10, 16, 116, 119, 169 
156, 157 157,158,184, 216 

WagnepBoseph38^^7^^4 Thompson, Charmers 141 
Tison, Skylar 8, 43, 137 Wagner, William 116, 145, 154, 155, 

Spencer, Theodore 8, 38, 56, 57, Tolliver, Noelle 10, 47, 137, 168, 158, 172, 173 
61, 132, 137 169, 216 Walden, Jon 50, 141 
Spotts, Emily 36, 37, 59, 92, T00r, Randy 33, 38, 47, 141, 143, Walker, William 137 
104, 187,207 178 Wallace, Alina 126 
Stallworth, Nikaya 34, 137 Townsend, Alexis 7, 12, 13, 16, 56, Wallace, Conner 137 
Starzy, Joseph 47, 126, 157, 182 119, 126, 158, 174, 175 
Stavale, Sara 34, 42, 92, 105, Trask, Hayden 126 

Witherow, Hannah 138, 185 
Woodard, Leif 138 
Woody, Futenma 11, 27, 28, 49, 138 
Wootton, Erika 10, 38, 41, 55, 141, 143 
Wright, Johann 10, 16, 18, 29, 36, 106, 
109,116,149, 158,182 
Wyble, Scott 126 

106, 153, 195 
Steele, Jazmine 11, 119, 126, 
168, 169 
Stein, Alanna 12, 13, 49, 118, 
119, 129, 137, 156, 182,183, 
186 
Sterle, Richard 137, 147, 172 
Stevens, Chloe 7, 9, 16, 20, 29, 
133, 137, 147, 150, 151, 158, 
166, 167, 170, 174, 175, 187, 
216 
Stevens, Miki41.141.-142, 

Trotter, Khrystyna 116, 181 
Trumble, Madalyn 16, 126, 150, 
151, 174, 175 
Trumble, Taylor 9, 93, 166, 167, 
170, 177 
Turner, Gary 48, 112, 116, 148, 
149, 158, 162, 163, 168, 170 
Turner, Samantha 137 

I 

Sablan, Caleb 8, 13, 15, 28, 29, 58,109, 
115,149, 158 
Sagun, Jeric 33, 36, 115 
Salazar, Kristen 10, 118, 119, 125, 168, 
182 
Sami, Adam 36, 40, 53, 54, 55, 152, 
153,158, 159 

• San Juan. Ciai^a 125 
San Juan, Elle 45, 115, 166, 167, 170, 
184 
Sanchez, Joenathan 125 
Sanchez, Luis 22, 125 
Sanders, Aika 26, 125, 184 
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Sinclair, Keweda 141 
Sloniker, Savannah 36, 45, 47, 50, 55, 
61,109, 115, 154, 182 
Smilowitz, Hikari 115 
Smith, Ashley 125, 156 
Smith, Briana 135, 136, 182 
Smith, Daniel 115 
Smith, Donna 125 
Smith, Grace 5, 48, 60, 61,125, 154, 

pmith, Kyree 23, 34, 35, 39, 115, 119, 

I49' 158 
Smith. Tonika 28, 31, 42, 44, 51, 115, 
144, 148, 149, 160, 161 
Smith, Venishea 26, 58, 60, 61, 126 

Stevens, Skylor 7, 9, 11, 20, 42, 
108,109,115,154,164,165, 
170, 171,216 
Stravers, Johanna 59, 109, 115 
Street, Kearra 115 
Stuart, Jacob 54, 56, 57, 126 
Suddeth, Donald 137 
Sutherland, James 137 
Swanson, Robert 131, 137 
Swen, Joshua 129. 137, 144. 
145, 172, 184, 185 
Sykes, Christian 126, 184 

Walter, Sarah 24, 39, 55, 94, 99, 106 
152,153, 158, 159 
Ward, Austin 6, 7, 15, 21. 119, 126, 
144, 148, 157, 158 
Ward, Mackensie 8, 21, 56, 57, 63, 
94, 106 
Ware, Mykai 51, 126 
Ware, Mykaila 43, 130,137 
Warner, Alicia 28, 137, 184, 216 
Washam, Mindy 12, 13, 16, 55, 116, 

Wath™2'Pad 15, 138.145, 157. 178, ^ 122'126' 154'182 

Ulrich, Lauren 11, 16, 17, 62, 
63, 93, 100, 106, 181 

Valiente, Aeriel 17, 48, 126 
Valmonte, Carl 7, 28, 32, 33, 37, 
40, 116, 148, 158, 181 
Vanderbloemen, Robert 45, 
140,141,142 
Vandermartin, Jacob 126 

179 
Washington, Ilijah 20, 138, 145, 172, 
173 
Washington, Imani 5. 20, 108, 109, 
116, 145,147, 164, 165, 170,172, 
173 
Washington, Iseiah 20, 29, 94, 106, 
145, 172, 173 
Webb, Rachel 138 
Weber Alan 
Weber, Scott 
Webber, Alyssa 49, 138, 185 
Weems, Ransom 138 
West, Phillip 52, 53, 55, 58, 141 
Western, Bailey 59, 138, 216 
White, Kennady 9, 47, 59, 109, 116, 
144, 147,155, 166, 167, 170, 171, 
174, 175, 186 

Ylanan, Alexis-Marie 8, 9,10, 12, 13, 16, 
34, 53,59, 60, 61, 95,100, 106, 174, 
175 
Yocum, Tyler 119, 126 
York, Rachel 141, 143 

Young, David 141 
Young, Nathaniel 38, 138 
Young, Tristin 8, 138, 184, 189 

Zachary, Clair 44, 129, 138 
Zamuro, Tatiana 216 
Zimmerman, Moeko 37, 55, 116, 182 
Zoboblish, Hatsumi 141 
Zoboblish, Phillip 141 
Zuniga-Castaneda, Elizabeth 122, 126, 
156, 174, 175 
Zweigle-Hays, Bailey 138, 184 2 1 5 



n letter From us to our Readers 
As all good things must come to an end, the yearbook 

production class wishes to leave our readers with these 
parting thoughts: We hope that within these pages, you 
found laughter, good times, and great memories that you'll 
cherish forever. Kubasaki is made up of a myriad of unique 
and fascinating individuals, who though we comes from 
many different walks of life and from the four corners of 
the globe, it is here, at this school and on this island that 
we all come together to share our brilliant stories and the 
adventures that have been captured in this book. 

Our stories includes the ups and downs thatthe school 
year has brought us. We share how we leave the school 
year united through sports, academics, clubs, student 
activites, and classes. We share all of the lessons, advice, 
and journeys that have influenced us and made us who we 
are. We hope that later on in life you look back at your 
high school experience and remember all of the great times 
you had with your friends throughout these hallowed 
hallways. We hope you dream big and aspire to be the 
great individuals we know you will become. We hope that 
you never forget yourself and continue to remember where 
it all began. 

We are the perfect that comes out of practice. We are 
the future champions, rocket scientists, and educators of 
the world. We are bigger than any math test or science 
experiment that challenges us. We are stronger and 
brighter and more determined than any individual that 
comes to mind. We will never forget where our journey 
started and the memories we made right here and right 
now along this cherished path. 

Sincerely, 
the 2014-2015 Torii Yearbook Staff 
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At Kubasaki, our uniqueness is celebrated, 
our full potential is realized, and our 

legacies are defined. 
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F O R B E S  M O S T  P O W E R F U L  P E O P L E  

iiflMll! 

1. VLADIMIR PUTIN RUSSIA 

HEADLINE 
1. DOW REACHES NEW HIGH The Dow Jones Industrial Average closes 

above 18,000 following news about the growing strength of the U.S. economy. 

2. ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER Thirteen years after terrorists destroyed 

the original World Trade Center, a new 104-story tower opens in lower Manhattan. 

3. MALALA YOUSAFZAI At age 17, the Pakistani activist receives the 2014 

Nobel Peace Prize. 

4. SECRET SERVICE LAPSES The head of the Secret Service resigns 

after a series of security breaches, including an intruder who managed to enter 

the White House. 

5. SPACE PROBE The European Space Agency lands a small space probe on 

the moving comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. 

6. CLIMATE CHANGE AGREEMENT The United States and China reach a 

historic deal to curb their greenhouse gas emissions. 

7. EBOLA IN THE USA Hospitals contend with several cases of the deadly 

virus brought by travelers from West Africa and returning aid workers. 

8. VIRGIN GALACTIC CRASH The spaceplane VSS Enterprise breaks apart 

during a test flight and crashed into the ground in the Mojave Desert. 

9. KURDS FLEE ISIS Syrian Kurdish refugees flee to Turkey to escape human 

rights abuses, war crimes and ethnic cleansing conducted by the Islamic rebel 

group ISIS. 

BARACKOBAMA UNITED STATES 

XIJINPING CHINA 

POPE FRANCIS 
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH 

ANGELA MERKEL GERMANY 

JANET YELLEN WASHINGTON, D.C. 

BILL GATES 
BILL AND MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION 

MARIO DRAGHI 
EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK 

SERGEY BRIN AND LARRY PAGE GOOGLE 
i r. m nrv n* *r>nr\M f tArrTTfT 
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direction:asc_search 
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WORLD TRADE CENTER ^ 

YOUR TOP PICKS 
Topics included in World Beat were selected 
by students participating in a national survey. 

WATCH IT ALL COME ALIVE 
Augmented reality (AR) brings World Beat to life 
on your iPhone®, iPad® and Android devices. 

STEP 1: 
If Jostens produces your yearbook, use the 
Replaylt® app to launch the videos. Go to the 
Replaylt "More" menu and touch "Augmented 
Reality." If you haven't downloaded Replaylt, 
visit the App Store. If Jostens doesn't produce 
your yearbook, download the Aurasma® app 
from the App Store. 

STEP 2: 
Open app, search for 
JostensWorldBeat, 
and select "Follow." 

STEP 3: ^ 
Look for the symbol 
and hold your device over 
the adjacent headline in 
each section to trigger the 
videos. Watch and enjoy! 
* Video content may not be available 

in perpetuity. 

PERSON4YEAR 



1 ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE 

The social media campaign goes viral, raising 
$115 million to treat and cure amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). 

The fashion-forward charity shoe brand teams up with 
the fashion-friendly retailer on a line of acc essories for the holiday season. 

The new release of the popular basketball video game features a 
contemporary soundtrack chosen by LeBron James. 

The soft drink brand pe rsonalizes its cans with the 250 
most popular first names among American teens and millennials. 

Users of these wearable HD video cameras record and share 
breathtaking adventures, athletic feats and everyday dramas. 

By b ringing in almost 5100 million in two years, the Internet's 
most famous cat earns more than many human celebrities, according to ABC News. 

The health and fitness trackers surge in p opularity among users of a ll 
ages, as consumers clamor for personal data via wearable tech. 

The high-protein/low-carb diet trend results in 
slumping cereal sales; manufacturers respond by adding more protein to their 
breakfast products. 

Researchers track the rising popularity of em ojis among 
Twitter users; the top five are Hearts, Joy, Unamused, Heart Eyes and Relaxed. 

The edgy, rugged footwear is back in fashion 
among teens, celebrities and fashionable bloggers. 

The popular search engine releases the year's most 
searched topics. 

1. ROBIN WILLIAMS 

2. WORLD CUP 

3. EBOLA 

4. MALAYSIA AIRLINES 

5. ALS ICE BUCKET CHALLENGE 

6. FLAPPYBIRD 

7. CONCHITA WURST 

9. FROZEN 

10. SOCHI OLYMPICS 

TOMS AT TARGET 2 



3 PEYTON MANNING 

1! WORLD CUP 

1. WORLD CUP Germany wins the FIFA World Cup by defeating Argentina 

1-0 at the soccer championship tournament in Brazil. 

2. KEVIN HARVICK He captures his first NASCAR Sprint Cup championship 

in the Ford EcoBoost 400 race behind the wheel of his No. 4 Stewart-Haas 

Racing Chevrolet. 

3. PEYTON MANNING By throwing his 509th career touchdown pass, 

the Denver Broncos quarterback breaks Brett Favre's record. 

4. RORY MCILROY At age 25, the professional golfer from Northern Ireland 

is the World Number One male player according to the Official World Golf Ranking. 

5. WORLD SERIES In Game Seven, the San Francisco Giants defeat the 

Kansas City Royals 3-2 and claim their third championship title in five years. 

6. CFP CHAMPS The fourth-ranked Ohio State Buckeyes defeat the Oregon 

Ducks 42-20 to capture the first-ever College Football Playoff championship. 

7. SUPER BOWL XLIX In an exciting and hard-fought game, the New England 

Patriots defeat the Seattle Seahawks by a score of 28-24 in the University of 

Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Arizona. 

8. DEREK JETER After 20 seasons with the New York Yankees, the shortstop 

plays the last game of his MLB career in Fenway Park against the Boston Red Sox. 

9. SERENA WILLIAMS At age 33, she is the oldest player to be ranked the 

No. 1 singles player by the Women's Tennis Association. 

1. FLOYD MAYWEATHER: $105 MILLION 

2. CRISTIANO RONALDO: $80 MILLION 

3. LEBRON JAMES: $72.3 MILLION 

4. LIONEL MESSI: $64.7 MILLION 

5. KOBE BRYANT: $61.5 MILLION 

6. TIGER WOODS: $61.2 MILLION 

7. ROGER FEDERER: $56.2 MILLION 

8. PHIL MICKELSON: $53.2 MILLION 

9. RAFAEL NADAL: $44.5 MILLION 

10. MATT RYAN: $43.8 MILLION 

http://www.forbes.com/athletes/ KEVIN HARVICK 2 
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3 TAYLOR SWIFT 

1 MAROON 5 

7 EDSHEERAN 1. MAROON 5 The band crashes a Los Angeles wedding to surprise the lucky 

couple and capture footage for their "Sugar" video. 

2. ARIANA GRANDE With a secret single on the new The Hunger Games: 

Mockingjay-Part 1 soundtrack, and rumors of diva behavior, this pop star is 

more notorious than "Victorious." 

3. TAYLOR SWIFT Her new album, 1989, breaks sales records with 1.2 

million copies sold in the first week alone. 

4. JOHN LEGEND The soulful singer-songwriter teams up with Common 

on "Glory," for the soundtrack of Selma, the Martin Luther King biopic. 

5. BEYONCE The "Flawless" singer performs a 16-minute medley of every 

song on her Beyonce album at the MTV Music Video Awards. 

6. IGGY AZALE After the rapper's "Fancy" becomes the song of the summer, 

fans follow her on the road and she's afraid to drive fast enough to evade them. 

7. ED SHEERAI The singer-songwriter from Liverpool is the year's most-

streamed artist on Spotify and receives two Grammy nominations for his album X. 

8. LUKE BRYAt The CMA Entertainer of the Year receives seven nominations 

for the American Country Countdown Awards. 

9. SAM SMITH The 22-year-old Brit tops the charts with his debut album, 

In the Lonely Hour, with sales of more than one million in both the US and the UK. 

These are the year's most popular content downloads, 

according to Apple. 

• ALBUM: FROZEN SOUNDTRACK 

• MOVIE: FROZEN 

• FAMILY MOVIE: THE LEGO MOVIE 

• IPAD" APP: MINECRAFT 

• IPHONE' APP: FACEBOOK MESSENGER 

• YOUNG ADULT BOOK: 

THE FAULT IN OUR STARS 

• AUDIO BOOK: DIVERGENT 

• TV SHOW: GAME OF THRONES 

• BEST APP OF THE YEAR: ELEVATE 

• PODCAST: SERIAL 
8 LUKE BRYAN ARIANA GRANDE 2 
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•''V;;1' CHRISTMAS : 

1. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY A team of Marvel Comics superheroes 
sets out to save the universe in this intergalactic adventure, starring Chris Pratt as 
Peter Quill. 
2. NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: SECRET OF THE TOMB Historic wax 
figures come to life in this hotly anticipated sequel, starring Ben Stiller and 
Robin Williams. 
3. INTO THE WOODS A wise witch, played by Meryl Streep, schools an 
all-star cast of wayward fairy tale characters in this enchanting movie musical. 
4. MOCKINGJAY PART 1 Jennifer Lawrence returns as Katniss Everdeen 
in the first of two movies based on the final book in The Hunger Games trilogy. 
5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE ARMIES The adventures 
of Bilbo Baggins, Galadriel, Gandalf and Aragorn conclude in the third and 
final installment. 
6. THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING The real-life story of physicist Stephen 
Hawking comes to the big screen, with Eddie Redmayne and Felicity Jones. 
7. THE MAZE RUNNER A community of teenage boys find themselves in 
a place surrounded by a huge maze with no memory of how they got there. 
8. PITCH PERFECT 2 The cast of the successful musical — including Anna 
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson, Skylar Astin, and Brittany Snow — reunites for the sequel. 
9. THE INTERVIEW North Korean hackers breach Sony's network to suppress 
this movie comedy starring Seth Rogen and James Franco as bumbling, would-be 
assassins of Kim Jong-un. 

2 0U  H I G H E S T - G R O S S I N G  M O V I E S  

1. TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION'. 
OVER $1 BILLION 

2. GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY: 
$772.7 MILLION 

3. MALEFICENT: $757.8 MILLION 
4. X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST: 

$748.1 MILLION 
5. THE HOBBIT: THE BATTLE OF THE FIVE 

ARMIES: $743.2 MILLION 
6. CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER 

SOLDIER: $714.1 MILLION 
7. THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2: 

$709 MILLION 
8. DAWN OF THE PLANET OF THE APES: 

$708.8 MILLION 
9. THE HUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAY -

PARTI: $697 MILLION 
10. INTERSTELLAR: $660.6 MILLION 
http://www.businessinsider.com/highest-grossing-movies-
2014-2014-12#1 -transformers-age-of-extinction-over-1 -billion-16 
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SOCIAL MEDIA * 
Katy Perry reigns as the most followed person on Twitter, with 

more than 60 million followers. 
With nearly five billion views, Rihanna has the most-viewed 

YouTube channel of any pop star. 
Despite making numerous controversial statements in his videos, 

Nash Grier, age 17, is the most popular user on the sharing service. 
With 103,008,884 likes, Portuguese soccer player Cristiano 

Ronaldo is almost as popular as Shakira, who leads with 105,962,307. 
After the social networking service deleted fake accounts 

from their site, Kim Kardashian emerged as Instagram's most-followed person. 
According to the streaming music service, Pharrell Williams' 

"Happy" was the most-streamed song in the world. 
At public appearances and red carpet events, fans clamor to 

appear in smartphone photos with their favorite celebrities. 
By offering full seasons of popular TV shows, as well as exclusive 

original programming, the on-demand streaming service surges in popularity. 

T O P  1 0  Y O U T U B E  V I D E O S  

Here are the most popular videos as compiled 
by CNN.com. 

1. "MUTANT GIANT SPIDER DOG" 

2. NIKE FOOTBALL (SOCCER) AD 

3. "FIRST KISS" 

4. NUN CONTESTANT ON 
THE VOICE OF ITALY 

5. "IPHONE 6 PLUS BEND TEST" 

6. HIP-HOP KIDS ON BRITAIN'S COT TALENT 

7. BUDWEISER "PUPPY LOVE" AD 

8. "DEVIL BABY ATTACK" 

9. "GOKU VS. SUPERMAN" 

10. "10 HOURS WALKING IN NYC 
AS A WOMAN" 
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TELEVISION 0 
7 THE FOSTERS 

1. ESPN According to CNN Money, the sports network is more popular than 
ever, with 19 of the top 20 most-viewed programs in cable TV history. 
2. AMERICAN HORROR STORY: FREAK SHOW The producers of 
the dark drama on FX set the fourth season in 1950s Florida. 
3. THE WALKING DEAD The zombie horror series on AMC is more 
popular than ever in its fifth season. 
4. MELISSA & JOEY ABC Family renews their popular series about a busy 
politician (Melissa Joan Hart) who hires a broke commodities trader (Joey 
Lawrence) to look after her niece. 
5. CHASING LIFE Italia Ricci stars as April Carver, a 24-year-old journalist 
with leukemia in the drama series on the ABC Family network. 
6. THE VOICE Adam Levine, Blake Shelton, Gwen Stefani and Pharrell 
Williams coach aspiring pop stars in Season 7. 
7. THE FOSTERS The drama series on the ABC Family network, attracts 
a sizeable audience and numerous awards. 
8. STAR WARS REBELS Aboard a freighter starship, insurgents stage 
a rebellion against the Galactic Empire in the animated series. 
9. PRETTY LITTLE LIARS The ABC Family network renews the mystery 
drama series for a sixth and seventh season. 

2 0 U  I N F L U E N T I A L  T E E N S  

Time Magazine announces it Most Influential 
Teens of 2014 

• MO'NE DAVIS, 13 

• SASHA OBAMA, 13, AND MALIA OBAMA, 16 

• KIERNAN SHIPKA, 14 

• JAZZ JENNINGS, 14 

• FLYNN MCGARRY, 15 

• ERIK FINMAN, 15 

• NASH GRIER, 16 

• RICO RODRIGUEZ, 16 

• CIARA JUDGE, 16 

• EMER HICKEY, 17 

• SOPHIE HEALY-THOW, 17 

6 THE VOICE 
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UNDER ARMOUR m 

1. VANS Endorsements by star skateboarders reinforce the laid-back, 
California-casual vibe of this sneaker brand. 
2. BEATS High price tags are no deterrents for fans of the colorful, bass-heavy, 
on-ear headphones. 

3. NIKE The sports outfitter is the most popular clothing brand among teens and 
millennials. 

4. PACSUN Kendall & Kylie, the Kardashian/Jenner family's teen clothing line, 
helps this fashion retailer to attract teen shoppers. 
5. APPLE The maker of the iPhone® and the iPad® is the favorite tech brand in the 
teen market. 

6. UNDER ARMOUR Serious athletes (and those who want to look like them) 
are willing to pay premium prices for this high-performance athletic apparel brand. 

F O R B E S  M O S T  V A L U A B L E  B R A N D S  

1. APPLE: $124.2 BILLION 
2. MICROSOFT: $63 BILLION 
3. GOOGLE: $56.6 BILLION 
4. COCA-COLA: $56.1 BILLION 
5. IBM: $47.9 BILLION 
6. MCDONALD'S: $39.9 BILLION 
7. GENERAL ELECTRIC: $37.1 BILLION 
8. SAMSUNG: $35 BILLION 
9. TOYOTA: $31.3 BILLION 
10. LOUIS VUITTON: $29.9 BILLION 
http://www.forbes.com/powerful-brands/list/#page:1_sort:0_ 
direction:asc_search 
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